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players in the secret war - you know who you are

Those of you who are active members of the secret war are already aware of it. You've
had no choice but to recognize your part in it. You may wonder why you have been
targeted, and what you should do. 

They are afraid of awareness, awareness is infectious and very powerful. Those of you who
fully possess your spirit and mind have the ability to throw a wrench in the social machine.
They don't want you to know about your power. They would rather that you be afraid like
everybody else. They will ambush, sabotage, assault, and confuse you until you no longer
present a threat, or you are advanced enough to bypass their mental barrage. If you reach
the level where you can no longer be controlled by fear, they will merely censor you entirely
so you do not disrupt the power structure.

Whether you know it or not, we are at war. This isn't a war that is spoken of, it concerns
the human race, rather then respective countries or nations. As some of you know, it is a
war of perception and information. As others of you know, it is a spiritual war, taking place
on higher dimensions and reflected in physical form in global affairs, the media, and even the
internet. 

In essence, this is a war of control, and it is everywhere. The ultimate power is to take
control of perception and eventually the mind and spirit. By controlling the media, TPTB can
directly influence the ideas, hopes, dreams, and fears of the public. This control is not limited
to mainstream media. It is at full scale even in the places you Might Least Expect. 

Trust nobody, and do not be fooled by public opinion. Let nobody dictate to you your reality.
Not teachers, preachers, scripture, politicians. Train the only weapon that will be effective -
the spirit and mind. 

If you have been targeted by this game, remember that you are not alone, even if it
sometimes seems as if you are.
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Learn to distinguish between malevolent and benevolent synchronicity. Sometimes very
different intentions are manifested with the same means. Do not make assumptions you are
unprepared to later revoke. Question everything, but do not let yourself become subject to
hypervigilence - understand that you cannot be harmed by anything other then your
willingness to relinquish the control of your mind.
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Did you send "that" letter to Toronto city hall?
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we are tired of the war...we are tired of control....hell we are just tired
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Some of you may have been cast as actors even though you wanted no part of the script.
You do have a choice in the matter. You do not have to play. 

However, keep in mind the following. The construct we collectively conceive of as physical
reality is first manifest by the collective consciousness and then filtered through the
frequency of individual consciousness. 

Until the reins collective consciousness are once again in the possession of the collective,
this war cannot end. But if you do wish to be excluded, it is indeed possible to live peacefully
for yourself and your family. If you do not play, eventually you will no longer be targeted. 

Those that staunchly intend on winning the war in favor of the human spirit will inevitably
find an uphill battle awaits. They should know this in advance, and continue only having
accepted the trial that awaits. 

Not all will come through.
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Those of you who are active members of the secret war are already aware of it.
You've had no choice but to recognize your part in it. You may wonder why you have
been targeted, and what you should do. 

They are afraid of awareness, awareness is infectious and very powerful. Those of
you who fully possess your spirit and mind have the ability to throw a wrench in the
social machine. They don't want you to know about your power. They would rather
that you be afraid like everybody else. They will ambush, sabotage, assault, and
confuse you until you no longer present a threat, or you are advanced enough to
bypass their mental barrage. If you reach the level where you can no longer be
controlled by fear, they will merely censor you entirely so you do not disrupt the
power structure.

Whether you know it or not, we are at war. This isn't a war that is spoken of, it
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concerns the human race, rather then respective countries or nations. As some of
you know, it is a war of perception and information. As others of you know, it is a
spiritual war, taking place on higher dimensions and reflected in physical form in global
affairs, the media, and even the internet. 

In essence, this is a war of control, and it is everywhere. The ultimate power is to
take control of perception and eventually the mind and spirit. By controlling the
media, TPTB can directly influence the ideas, hopes, dreams, and fears of the public.
This control is not limited to mainstream media. It is at full scale even in the places
you Might Least Expect. 

Trust nobody, and do not be fooled by public opinion. Let nobody dictate to you your
reality. Not teachers, preachers, scripture, politicians. Train the only weapon that will
be effective - the spirit and mind. 

If you have been targeted by this game, remember that you are not alone, even if it
sometimes seems as if you are.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61499826 

Great thread. 
It soothes my soul to see more waking up to the call, together we stand..
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

-I'm Here!
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Some of you may have been cast as actors even though you wanted no part of the
script. You do have a choice in the matter. You do not have to play. 

However, keep in mind the following. The construct we collectively conceive of as
physical reality is first manifest by the collective consciousness and then filtered
through the frequency of individual consciousness. 

Until the reins collective consciousness are once again in the possession of the
collective, this war cannot end. But if you do wish to be excluded, it is indeed
possible to live peacefully for yourself and your family. If you do not play, eventually
you will no longer be targeted. 

Those that staunchly intend on winning the war in favor of the human spirit will
inevitably find an uphill battle awaits. They should know this in advance, and continue
only having accepted the trial that awaits. 

Not all will come through.
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61509823 

all WILL come through however...

as the upcoming Age is an Age of spirit not flesh

there is no such thing as actual death, just death of the flesh vehicle at this point in time

which is hardly the downside of anything in fact and in truth

this battle for the spirit concerning the flesh vessel will be finished with that 7th Trumpet

as the reins of power will be overtaken in full by the good at that point in time

in the interim however it will display itself openly and largely upon the world stage whereby
all might participate in the understanding of such if little else...

this is not a battle which concerns your temporary flesh estate in fact, but moreover has to
do with what will become of your REAL estate, your ETERNAL estate, which is and has ever
been a SPIRITUAL estate in full...

and such will be made crystal clear with the onset of the upcoming Age...

V²(pi)³³³
CDXLIV, Ele laii Erisia l
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….

Every parting gives a foretaste of death; every reunion, a hint of the resurrection.

~Schopenhauer
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Eh, what's up, playa?
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Listen...listen very closely. See the signs that most overlook. The way is shown, but do you
have the strength to follow? 

Time will tell, they tell me.

Pattern Recognition
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61499826 

Great thread. 
It soothes my soul to see more waking up to the call, together we stand..

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 60092398 

I have a feeling op has been awake much longer than you are aware of.

Pattern Recognition
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Listen...listen very closely. See the signs that most overlook. The way is shown, but
do you have the strength to follow? 

Time will tell, they tell me.
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61509823 

Why follow?
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

fuck the world^
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Listen...listen very closely. See the signs that most overlook. The way is
shown, but do you have the strength to follow? 

Time will tell, they tell me.
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61509823 

Why follow?
 Quoting: Pattern Recognition 
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If you can't hear the calling of your higher self, it's easy to get lost in the fire
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61528872

 Germany
08/12/2014 07:46 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Atoms are fiery substance. The infinitesimal orderings of matter on the subatomic level.
Stimuli shouts at the ears and eyes, the heart and mind, competing for attention. Hell is this
suffering, not beneath the earth but below divorced from above. 

The links in the chain of nature to body to mind to spirit need to flow back outwards towards
the earth and to the sun. 

So often we sever ourselves, and this is what is meant by one lost in the fire. 

Hell has always been misinterpreted.

Pattern Recognition

User ID: 46904258
08/12/2014 07:47 AM

Report Abusive Post
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Listen...listen very closely. See the signs that most overlook. The way
is shown, but do you have the strength to follow? 

Time will tell, they tell me.
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61509823 

Why follow?
 Quoting: Pattern Recognition 

If you can't hear the calling of your higher self, it's easy to get lost in the fire
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

To hear and answer a call does not constitute following, especially in the context you placed
it in; when the calling is from self.
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Listen...listen very closely. See the signs that most overlook.
The way is shown, but do you have the strength to follow? 

Time will tell, they tell me.
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61509823 

Why follow?
 Quoting: Pattern Recognition 

If you can't hear the calling of your higher self, it's easy to get lost in the fire
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

To hear and answer a call does not constitute following, especially in the context you
placed it in; when the calling is from self.

 Quoting: Pattern Recognition 

Some have called this voice the Holy Guardian Angel, assigned at birth. Listening comes with
initiation, to hear the voice. 

To listen does not mean to act. Listening is important. Heeding is at the discretion of the
individual amid circumstance.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61441192

 United States

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61528872

 Germany
08/12/2014 07:58 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Many get the feeling...that they know exactly what they need to do to follow their own
path, but they are still lost. That is when it's important to follow the signs, the signs that
resonate with spirit instead of the ones that possess it.

V²(pi)³³³
CDXLIV, Ele laii Erisia l

User ID: 20063747
 Canada

08/12/2014 08:02 AM
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

...

Why follow?
 Quoting: Pattern Recognition 

If you can't hear the calling of your higher self, it's easy to get lost in
the fire

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

To hear and answer a call does not constitute following, especially in the
context you placed it in; when the calling is from self.

 Quoting: Pattern Recognition 

Some have called this voice the Holy Guardian Angel, assigned at birth. Listening
comes with initiation, to hear the voice. 

To listen does not mean to act. Listening is important. Heeding is at the discretion of
the individual amid circumstance.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

….So, it turns out I'm spamming this flower. So here, take one!
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(The artist told me to give them away like this when 'the means were available' or some
layaboutist determinism. 

….. Also he said: "What in Be El, Ze Bub's! Blazes is a 'copy rite'??")

….

Every parting gives a foretaste of death; every reunion, a hint of the resurrection.

~Schopenhauer
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Some of us know what they do. It is hard to keep walking the walk.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61528872

 Germany
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Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Follow...it is to follow yourself. A difficult thing when so many compete for control. There is
always the allure of what is most immediately forthcoming...

Fear is even one of these things.

And then there is the necessity for the powerful player and seeker to make sure that the self
is prepared to follow its own path. Survival skills are required often along the way. Stealth,
combat, flight - they are all options. 

Sun Tzu calls it 'shih' - the ebb and flow of tide in the heat of battle. It is knowing the way
that all events are interrelated and cut a swathe cleanly into the future, to see the best
move. 

Chess fails to capture it; in life there is chance. We adapt and change. We should be
prepared to change constantly, lest we be swept away unexpectedly like a swimmer on a
dangerous shore. We should be as the algae or the dandelion.

Bambi2U
"Molan Labe"

User ID: 58268142
 United States

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Bump Op. I know
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"We are locked in a battle. This is not a friendly, gentleman's discussion. It is a life and death conflict
between the spiritual hosts of wickedness and those who claim the name of Jesus Christ."

"The Saints are Sinners that keep on trying"

“Nobody's perfect. We're all just one step up from the beasts and one step down from the angels.”

Rom 8:38-39: For I am convinced that neither death nor life, neither angels nor demons, neither the present
nor the future, nor any powers,neither height nor depth, nor anything else in all creation, will be able to
separate us from the love of God that is in Christ Jesus our Lord.

________________________________
Rebels of Liberty
[link to youtu.be]
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Some of us know what they do. It is hard to keep walking the walk.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61441192 

Indeed; "the whole world is watching"
Or at least for those that see, there is a way out...
It is time to decide whether to build an arc or bring attention to the flood

Healed

User ID: 54276364
 United States

08/12/2014 08:11 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

As I type this, all I can think about is... what do you want me to do God?

But yet I ask the question here...

I'm so lost.

NOFAKE

User ID: 45489022
08/12/2014 08:16 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Those of you who are active members of the secret war are already aware of it.
You've had no choice but to recognize your part in it. You may wonder why you have
been targeted, and what you should do. 

They are afraid of awareness, awareness is infectious and very powerful. Those of
you who fully possess your spirit and mind have the ability to throw a wrench in the
social machine. They don't want you to know about your power. They would rather
that you be afraid like everybody else. They will ambush, sabotage, assault, and
confuse you until you no longer present a threat, or you are advanced enough to
bypass their mental barrage. If you reach the level where you can no longer be
controlled by fear, they will merely censor you entirely so you do not disrupt the
power structure.

Whether you know it or not, we are at war. This isn't a war that is spoken of, it
concerns the human race, rather then respective countries or nations. As some of
you know, it is a war of perception and information. As others of you know, it is a
spiritual war, taking place on higher dimensions and reflected in physical form in global
affairs, the media, and even the internet. 

In essence, this is a war of control, and it is everywhere. The ultimate power is to
take control of perception and eventually the mind and spirit. By controlling the
media, TPTB can directly influence the ideas, hopes, dreams, and fears of the public.
This control is not limited to mainstream media. It is at full scale even in the places
you Might Least Expect. 

Trust nobody, and do not be fooled by public opinion. Let nobody dictate to you your
reality. Not teachers, preachers, scripture, politicians. Train the only weapon that will
be effective - the spirit and mind. 

If you have been targeted by this game, remember that you are not alone, even if it
sometimes seems as if you are.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61499826 

you`re right,and we know it!  game have just started,and we know how to play this

game!

<<<)))^^^(((>>>13<<<)))^^^(((>>>

[link to www.youtube.com]
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Some of us know what they do. It is hard to keep walking the walk.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61441192 

Indeed; "the whole world is watching"
Or at least for those that see, there is a way out...
It is time to decide whether to build an arc or bring attention to the flood

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

Wow... this hit home so deeply.

I feel like everyone knows all about me and my situations. Yet all they do is ridicule. No one will tell me of
this... it's like a game to them. They throw hints and talk around me and I admit, I do feel alone and
isolated. Even my own family stays silent... to me at least. They lead me to believe it's all in my head. I
know I've messed up (sinned) and brought this judgment upon myself and maybe that's just it... maybe I
just have to endure this until the end (my physical life?)... but a way out? In this "age"? How? "They" say
I'm unredeemable... how I bear this... I don't know... maybe God gave me the gift of endurance/strength.
I don't know. I could go into detail with someone sincere in spirit and truthfully want to help... because I'm
strong, through Jesus Christ alone, but I feel as though I'm reaching my limit of what I can bear...

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61528872

 Germany
08/12/2014 08:18 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

As I type this, all I can think about is... what do you want me to do God?

But yet I ask the question here...

I'm so lost.
 Quoting: Healed 

God will respond, but he speaks more loudly with all the heavens and earth, often not human tongues. You
will see the signs.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 31496863

 United States
08/12/2014 08:19 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

love yourself,be the the love for others

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 41629231

 United States
08/12/2014 08:21 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

...

If you can't hear the calling of your higher self, it's easy to get lost in the fire
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

To hear and answer a call does not constitute following, especially in the context you
placed it in; when the calling is from self.

 Quoting: Pattern Recognition 

Some have called this voice the Holy Guardian Angel, assigned at birth. Listening comes with
initiation, to hear the voice. 

To listen does not mean to act. Listening is important. Heeding is at the discretion of the
individual amid circumstance.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 
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….So, it turns out I'm spamming this flower. So here, take one!

:sunflower1:
:sunflower2:

(The artist told me to give them away like this when 'the means were available' or some
layaboutist determinism. 

….. Also he said: "What in Be El, Ze Bub's! Blazes is a 'copy rite'??")
 Quoting: V²(pi)³³³ 

You can feel the energy come off that photo in waves!

Thanks. It is a 9 and I love 9 pointed stars.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 41629231

 United States
08/12/2014 08:23 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Some of you may have been cast as actors even though you wanted no part of the script. You do
have a choice in the matter. You do not have to play. 

However, keep in mind the following. The construct we collectively conceive of as physical reality is
first manifest by the collective consciousness and then filtered through the frequency of individual
consciousness. 

Until the reins collective consciousness are once again in the possession of the collective, this war
cannot end. But if you do wish to be excluded, it is indeed possible to live peacefully for yourself
and your family. If you do not play, eventually you will no longer be targeted. 

Those that staunchly intend on winning the war in favor of the human spirit will inevitably find an
uphill battle awaits. They should know this in advance, and continue only having accepted the trial
that awaits. 

Not all will come through.
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61509823 

Waiting for my cue. 

Hoping I recognize it for what it is.

Hoping I have the courage and energy to fulfill it!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61529632

 United States
08/12/2014 08:23 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Op 
you said targeted

targeted by whom ???

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61441192

 United States
08/12/2014 08:24 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

The "magical" statutory jurisdiction and the imaginary adversarial fiction known as "The City".

[link to www.youtube.com]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61441192

 United States

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Engineered Crops
TSA employee
solicits child sex
using work computer.
Gets arrested by a
sting operation.
Claims he was
running own sting
ops.
Media Blackout of
stock market
crashing (420 points
in 2 days)
Google Street View
Car In Wrong-Way
Crash
Smiling Young White
People Make App for
Avoiding Black
Neighborhoods
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Capt. Ivan Danko

User ID: 1312575
 United States

08/12/2014 08:25 AM
Report Abusive Post
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Winner takes my car, clean and clear... but if I lose, I take the cash AND I take the respect!

V²(pi)³³³
CDXLIV, Ele laii Erisia l

User ID: 20063747
 Canada

08/12/2014 08:25 AM

Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

As I type this, all I can think about is... what do you want me to do God?

But yet I ask the question here...

I'm so lost.
 Quoting: Healed 

[link to youtu.be] 

….

Every parting gives a foretaste of death; every reunion, a hint of the resurrection.

~Schopenhauer

SeoKungFu

User ID: 59659914
 Bulgaria

08/12/2014 08:27 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Those of you who are active members of the secret war are already aware of it. You've had no
choice but to recognize your part in it. You may wonder why you have been targeted, and what
you should do. 

They are afraid of awareness, awareness is infectious and very powerful. Those of you who fully
possess your spirit and mind have the ability to throw a wrench in the social machine. They don't
want you to know about your power. They would rather that you be afraid like everybody else.
They will ambush, sabotage, assault, and confuse you until you no longer present a threat, or you
are advanced enough to bypass their mental barrage. If you reach the level where you can no
longer be controlled by fear, they will merely censor you entirely so you do not disrupt the power
structure.

Whether you know it or not, we are at war. This isn't a war that is spoken of, it concerns the
human race, rather then respective countries or nations. As some of you know, it is a war of
perception and information. As others of you know, it is a spiritual war, taking place on higher
dimensions and reflected in physical form in global affairs, the media, and even the internet. 

In essence, this is a war of control, and it is everywhere. The ultimate power is to take control of
perception and eventually the mind and spirit. By controlling the media, TPTB can directly influence
the ideas, hopes, dreams, and fears of the public. This control is not limited to mainstream media.
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the ideas, hopes, dreams, and fears of the public. This control is not limited to mainstream media.
It is at full scale even in the places you Might Least Expect. 

Trust nobody, and do not be fooled by public opinion. Let nobody dictate to you your reality. Not
teachers, preachers, scripture, politicians. Train the only weapon that will be effective - the spirit
and mind. 

If you have been targeted by this game, remember that you are not alone, even if it sometimes
seems as if you are.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61499826 

BRING IT FULL ON ! ! ! 

 

:: [link to SeoKungFu.com] ::

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61441192

 United States
08/12/2014 08:27 AM
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Some of us know what they do. It is hard to keep walking the walk.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61441192 

Indeed; "the whole world is watching"
Or at least for those that see, there is a way out...
It is time to decide whether to build an arc or bring attention to the flood

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

Wow... this hit home so deeply.

I feel like everyone knows all about me and my situations. Yet all they do is ridicule. No one will tell
me of this... it's like a game to them. They throw hints and talk around me and I admit, I do feel
alone and isolated. Even my own family stays silent... to me at least. They lead me to believe it's
all in my head. I know I've messed up (sinned) and brought this judgment upon myself and maybe
that's just it... maybe I just have to endure this until the end (my physical life?)... but a way out?
In this "age"? How? "They" say I'm unredeemable... how I bear this... I don't know... maybe God
gave me the gift of endurance/strength. I don't know. I could go into detail with someone sincere
in spirit and truthfully want to help... because I'm strong, through Jesus Christ alone, but I feel as
though I'm reaching my limit of what I can bear...

 Quoting: Healed 

Jesus came into this world to save sinners. And it is a fight.

[link to www.biblegateway.com (secure)]

V²(pi)³³³
CDXLIV, Ele laii Erisia l

User ID: 20063747
 Canada

08/12/2014 08:29 AM

Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Some of us know what they do. It is hard to keep walking the walk.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61441192 

Indeed; "the whole world is watching"
Or at least for those that see, there is a way out...
It is time to decide whether to build an arc or bring attention to the flood

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

Wow... this hit home so deeply.

I feel like everyone knows all about me and my situations. Yet all they do is ridicule. No one will tell
me of this... it's like a game to them. They throw hints and talk around me and I admit, I do feel
alone and isolated. Even my own family stays silent... to me at least. They lead me to believe it's
all in my head. I know I've messed up (sinned) and brought this judgment upon myself and maybe
that's just it... maybe I just have to endure this until the end (my physical life?)... but a way out?
In this "age"? How? "They" say I'm unredeemable... how I bear this... I don't know... maybe God
gave me the gift of endurance/strength. I don't know. I could go into detail with someone sincere
in spirit and truthfully want to help... because I'm strong, through Jesus Christ alone, but I feel as
though I'm reaching my limit of what I can bear...

 Quoting: Healed 

Well, shit

I can tell by that post alone you ARE somehow unredeemable!

So now, I guess you'll have to fistfight Satan or something….???
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////

[link to youtu.be] 

….

Every parting gives a foretaste of death; every reunion, a hint of the resurrection.

~Schopenhauer

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61529632

 United States
08/12/2014 08:29 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Op 
you said targeted

targeted by whom ???
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61529632 

I'm still waitin for an answer

and don't post a video

just answer by typing

WHOM is targeting ???
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61529632

 United States
08/12/2014 08:30 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Jesus came into this world to save sinners. And it is a fight.

[link to www.biblegateway.com (secure)] 
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61441192 

ya know I'm tired of hearing this Roman
bullsh!t

how do I change the channel ??
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61441192

 United States
08/12/2014 08:31 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Go read the book of Job.

Pattern Recognition

User ID: 51824968
08/12/2014 08:31 AM

Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Some of us know what they do. It is hard to keep walking the walk.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61441192 

Indeed; "the whole world is watching"
Or at least for those that see, there is a way out...
It is time to decide whether to build an arc or bring attention to the flood

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

Wow... this hit home so deeply.

I feel like everyone knows all about me and my situations. Yet all they do is ridicule. No one
will tell me of this... it's like a game to them. They throw hints and talk around me and I
admit, I do feel alone and isolated. Even my own family stays silent... to me at least. They
lead me to believe it's all in my head. I know I've messed up (sinned) and brought this judgment
upon myself and maybe that's just it... maybe I just have to endure this until the end (my physical
life?)... but a way out? In this "age"? How? "They" say I'm unredeemable... how I bear this... I don't
know... maybe God gave me the gift of endurance/strength. I don't know. I could go into detail
with someone sincere in spirit and truthfully want to help... because I'm strong, through Jesus
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Christ alone, but I feel as though I'm reaching my limit of what I can bear...
 Quoting: Healed 

That's what happens when you desire others to validate your experiences, I imagine.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61529632

 United States
08/12/2014 08:32 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Go read the book of Job.
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61441192 

go fvck off
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61528872

 Germany
08/12/2014 08:33 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Op 
you said targeted

targeted by whom ???
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61529632 

I'm still waitin for an answer

and don't post a video

just answer by typing

WHOM is targeting ???
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61529632 

They are at once hyperdimensional celestial entities with great power and physical humans with great
wealth and status eager to preserve that power. Make of this what you will: they are both one and the
same.

ScoutsOUT

User ID: 26434285
 United States

08/12/2014 08:34 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Some of us know what they do. It is hard to keep walking the walk.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61441192 

Indeed; "the whole world is watching"
Or at least for those that see, there is a way out...
It is time to decide whether to build an arc or bring attention to the flood

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

Wow... this hit home so deeply.

I feel like everyone knows all about me and my situations. Yet all they do is ridicule. No one will tell
me of this... it's like a game to them. They throw hints and talk around me and I admit, I do feel
alone and isolated. Even my own family stays silent... to me at least. They lead me to believe it's
all in my head. I know I've messed up (sinned) and brought this judgment upon myself and maybe
that's just it... maybe I just have to endure this until the end (my physical life?)... but a way out?
In this "age"? How? "They" say I'm unredeemable... how I bear this... I don't know... maybe God
gave me the gift of endurance/strength. I don't know. I could go into detail with someone sincere
in spirit and truthfully want to help... because I'm strong, through Jesus Christ alone, but I feel as
though I'm reaching my limit of what I can bear...

 Quoting: Healed 

This may shed some light on your experiences..

Thread: Iraq, Afghanistan, mind control, ELF, HAARP, Robin Williams, St. Louis, etc. 

Be polite, be professional, be prepared to kill everyone you meet. - General James Mattis

ScoutsOUT

User ID: 26434285
 United States

08/12/2014 08:35 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Thank you OP

Be polite, be professional, be prepared to kill everyone you meet. - General James Mattis

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61529632

 United States
08/12/2014 08:35 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

They are at once hyperdimensional celestial entities with great power and physical humans with
great wealth and status eager to preserve that power. Make of this what you will: they are both
one and the same.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

do they have a name or title ???
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what are they called ???

V²(pi)³³³
CDXLIV, Ele laii Erisia l

User ID: 20063747
 Canada

08/12/2014 08:36 AM

Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

...

To hear and answer a call does not constitute following, especially in the
context you placed it in; when the calling is from self.

 Quoting: Pattern Recognition 

Some have called this voice the Holy Guardian Angel, assigned at birth. Listening
comes with initiation, to hear the voice. 

To listen does not mean to act. Listening is important. Heeding is at the discretion of
the individual amid circumstance.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

….So, it turns out I'm spamming this flower. So here, take one!

(The artist told me to give them away like this when 'the means were available' or some
layaboutist determinism. 

….. Also he said: "What in Be El, Ze Bub's! Blazes is a 'copy rite'??")
 Quoting: V²(pi)³³³ 

You can feel the energy come off that photo in waves!

Thanks. It is a 9 and I love 9 pointed stars.
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 41629231 
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[link to youtu.be] 

(man…. I wish I were somehow Spiritually channeling Kircher right now so he could hear Petrucci wail on
his strings) 

….

Every parting gives a foretaste of death; every reunion, a hint of the resurrection.

~Schopenhauer

optimum judgment

User ID: 59334168
 United Kingdom

08/12/2014 08:39 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

hmm

TIVectorStigmataGoBoo m
User ID: 61529304

 United States
08/12/2014 08:39 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Those of you who are active members of the secret war are already aware of it. You've had no
choice but to recognize your part in it. You may wonder why you have been targeted, and what
you should do. 

They are afraid of awareness, awareness is infectious and very powerful. Those of you who fully
possess your spirit and mind have the ability to throw a wrench in the social machine. They don't
want you to know about your power. They would rather that you be afraid like everybody else.
They will ambush, sabotage, assault, and confuse you until you no longer present a threat, or you
are advanced enough to bypass their mental barrage. If you reach the level where you can no
longer be controlled by fear, they will merely censor you entirely so you do not disrupt the power
structure.

Whether you know it or not, we are at war. This isn't a war that is spoken of, it concerns the
human race, rather then respective countries or nations. As some of you know, it is a war of
perception and information. As others of you know, it is a spiritual war, taking place on higher
dimensions and reflected in physical form in global affairs, the media, and even the internet. 

In essence, this is a war of control, and it is everywhere. The ultimate power is to take control of
perception and eventually the mind and spirit. By controlling the media, TPTB can directly influence
the ideas, hopes, dreams, and fears of the public. This control is not limited to mainstream media.
It is at full scale even in the places you Might Least Expect. 

Trust nobody, and do not be fooled by public opinion. Let nobody dictate to you your reality. Not
teachers, preachers, scripture, politicians. Train the only weapon that will be effective - the spirit
and mind. 

If you have been targeted by this game, remember that you are not alone, even if it sometimes
seems as if you are.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61499826 

Everything you have stated makes good sense OP, but one thing. You MUST TRUST SCRIPTURE. Other
wise one will have no frame of reference for YOUR reality. If you do not understand the WORD of GOD,
then ask for it. You'll be surprised how your world view will change.
I have been targeted for some time...but also protected for reasons unknown to me.
One of the mistakes that THEY make is that some of us can be proactive and have skills. My ability will
transform me to RT (Reverse Targeting) soon. I'm sure there are others.
And rest assured that WE will do EXPLOITS.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61529632

 United States
08/12/2014 08:41 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

look, if we are to continue,
I need a name or a title

in Sun Tzu, one of the keys to battle
is to know your opponent

how can I know my opponent
when you won't tell me
his name or a title

this is not helping me
by avoiding the topic

Ohio chic Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are
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User ID: 61434820
08/12/2014 08:42 AM

Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Great post!! Stay diligent!

Ephesians 5:6-9 CEB
"Nobody should deceive you with stupid ideas. God’s anger comes down on those who are disobedient because of this kind
of thing. So you shouldn’t have anything to do with them. You were once darkness, but now you are light in the Lord, so live
your life as children of light. Light produces fruit that consists of every sort of goodness, justice, and truth."

ScoutsOUT

User ID: 26434285
 United States

08/12/2014 08:43 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Those of you who are active members of the secret war are already aware of it. You've had
no choice but to recognize your part in it. You may wonder why you have been targeted,
and what you should do. 

They are afraid of awareness, awareness is infectious and very powerful. Those of you who
fully possess your spirit and mind have the ability to throw a wrench in the social machine.
They don't want you to know about your power. They would rather that you be afraid like
everybody else. They will ambush, sabotage, assault, and confuse you until you no longer
present a threat, or you are advanced enough to bypass their mental barrage. If you reach
the level where you can no longer be controlled by fear, they will merely censor you entirely
so you do not disrupt the power structure.

Whether you know it or not, we are at war. This isn't a war that is spoken of, it concerns
the human race, rather then respective countries or nations. As some of you know, it is a
war of perception and information. As others of you know, it is a spiritual war, taking place
on higher dimensions and reflected in physical form in global affairs, the media, and even the
internet. 

In essence, this is a war of control, and it is everywhere. The ultimate power is to take
control of perception and eventually the mind and spirit. By controlling the media, TPTB can
directly influence the ideas, hopes, dreams, and fears of the public. This control is not
limited to mainstream media. It is at full scale even in the places you Might Least Expect. 

Trust nobody, and do not be fooled by public opinion. Let nobody dictate to you your
reality. Not teachers, preachers, scripture, politicians. Train the only weapon that will be
effective - the spirit and mind. 

If you have been targeted by this game, remember that you are not alone, even if it
sometimes seems as if you are.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61499826 

Everything you have stated makes good sense OP, but one thing. You MUST TRUST SCRIPTURE.
Other wise one will have no frame of reference for YOUR reality. If you do not understand the
WORD of GOD, then ask for it. You'll be surprised how your world view will change.
I have been targeted for some time...but also protected for reasons unknown to me.
One of the mistakes that THEY make is that some of us can be proactive and have skills. My ability
will transform me to RT (Reverse Targeting) soon. I'm sure there are others.
And rest assured that WE will do EXPLOITS.

 Quoting: TIVectorStigmataGoBoom 61529304 

Is that like... Hacking? ;)

Be polite, be professional, be prepared to kill everyone you meet. - General James Mattis

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61275228
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

why you guys try so hard for?

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61528872
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08/12/2014 08:43 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

They are at once hyperdimensional celestial entities with great power and physical humans
with great wealth and status eager to preserve that power. Make of this what you will: they
are both one and the same.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

do they have a name or title ???

what are they called ???
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61529632 

There is only so much I can say.

Their name changes based on their hierarchy in the power structure. But the function of the person or
facility of surveillance is to serve the groups of greater power. At the top of what we believe to be the
power structure there is a higher invisible structure. 

This group has a name which nobody knows.
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

look, if we are to continue,
I need a name or a title

in Sun Tzu, one of the keys to battle
is to know your opponent

how can I know my opponent
when you won't tell me
his name or a title

this is not helping me
by avoiding the topic

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61529632 

The war is on for the minds of those who are unaware and still susceptible to brainwashing
/ conditioning / false flag wars / etc.

We will never find the "enemy." Just fellow soldiers fighting the war.

Be polite, be professional, be prepared to kill everyone you meet. - General James Mattis
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

As long as you are preceiving it as a war with good and evil sides, you are still playing the
game and caught up in the illusion.

It is just the process of spirits descent in matter and its return, the process of becoming.
Take the next step

talkstory
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

This group has a name which nobody knows.
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

ok, so we are fighting a battle against
invisible beings in the sky ???

sounds like bullsh!t religion
or some new age crap

yes, I know there is a war going on,
but I don't know which side you are on.
Apparently it's not our side else we
would have a name or a title after
millions of yrs in existence

hell, we know more about dinosaurs
than we do about invisible sky entities

V²(pi)³³³
CDXLIV, Ele laii Erisia l

User ID: 20063747
 Canada

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

hmm
 Quoting: optimum judgment 
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….

(Well I guess I could try to sic ol' 'Big Blue Bertha' on 'em, somesow, somesho) 

////

….

Every parting gives a foretaste of death; every reunion, a hint of the resurrection.

~Schopenhauer
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

The war is on for the minds of those who are unaware and still susceptible to
brainwashing / conditioning / false flag wars / etc.

We will never find the "enemy." Just fellow soldiers fighting the war.
 Quoting: ScoutsOUT 

dude

you can't fight a war
if you don't know who the enemy is

you are stabbing in the dark
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61528872
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

This group has a name which nobody knows.
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

ok, so we are fighting a battle against
invisible beings in the sky ???

sounds like bullsh!t religion
or some new age crap

yes, I know there is a war going on,
but I don't know which side you are on.
Apparently it's not our side else we
would have a name or a title after
millions of yrs in existence

hell, we know more about dinosaurs
than we do about invisible sky entities

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61529632 
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It is not invisible literally, it is invisible in the sense that the policy makers are above the
leadership of the national government.

And yes, there is a higher level. But I expect most of you would be concerned by the group
who controls the world.

V²(pi)³³³
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 Canada
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Those of you who are active members of the secret war are already
aware of it. You've had no choice but to recognize your part in it. You
may wonder why you have been targeted, and what you should do. 

They are afraid of awareness, awareness is infectious and very
powerful. Those of you who fully possess your spirit and mind have the
ability to throw a wrench in the social machine. They don't want you
to know about your power. They would rather that you be afraid like
everybody else. They will ambush, sabotage, assault, and confuse you
until you no longer present a threat, or you are advanced enough to
bypass their mental barrage. If you reach the level where you can no
longer be controlled by fear, they will merely censor you entirely so
you do not disrupt the power structure.

Whether you know it or not, we are at war. This isn't a war that is
spoken of, it concerns the human race, rather then respective
countries or nations. As some of you know, it is a war of perception
and information. As others of you know, it is a spiritual war, taking
place on higher dimensions and reflected in physical form in global
affairs, the media, and even the internet. 

In essence, this is a war of control, and it is everywhere. The ultimate
power is to take control of perception and eventually the mind and
spirit. By controlling the media, TPTB can directly influence the ideas,
hopes, dreams, and fears of the public. This control is not limited to
mainstream media. It is at full scale even in the places you Might
Least Expect. 

Trust nobody, and do not be fooled by public opinion. Let nobody
dictate to you your reality. Not teachers, preachers, scripture,
politicians. Train the only weapon that will be effective - the spirit and
mind. 

If you have been targeted by this game, remember that you are not
alone, even if it sometimes seems as if you are.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61499826 

Everything you have stated makes good sense OP, but one thing. You MUST
TRUST SCRIPTURE. Other wise one will have no frame of reference for YOUR
reality. If you do not understand the WORD of GOD, then ask for it. You'll be
surprised how your world view will change.
I have been targeted for some time...but also protected for reasons unknown
to me.
One of the mistakes that THEY make is that some of us can be proactive and
have skills. My ability will transform me to RT (Reverse Targeting) soon. I'm
sure there are others.
And rest assured that WE will do EXPLOITS.

 Quoting: TIVectorStigmataGoBoom 61529304 

Is that like... Hacking? ;)

 Quoting: ScoutsOUT 

May I ask what that is?
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 57647639 

It's sort of like if you wrote an assembler program for Linux, but it's so well coded
that it somehow sort of runs on Mac and PC too; and you do all that without even
knowing what UNIX even 'IS', let alone how to use it.

That allusion clear things up for you?
 Quoting: V²(pi)³³³ 
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….

Every parting gives a foretaste of death; every reunion, a hint of the resurrection.

~Schopenhauer

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61528872

 Germany
08/12/2014 08:53 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

As long as you are preceiving it as a war with good and evil sides, you are still
playing the game and caught up in the illusion.

It is just the process of spirits descent in matter and its return, the process of
becoming. Take the next step

 Quoting: talkstory 

Good and evil is an oversimplification. We are looking at polarity. Those who are fighting for
control and the power structure at present have a role that needs to be played. 

Constant exchanges of energy take place in the universe. The seeker must learn the
tension of opposites, the balance and dance of push and pull. Negative and positive
aspects must be present. A biological system at equilibrium is dead. 

The balance of natural order, however, is currently very upset. 

All humans and nature sense this at varying levels of awareness. A small group of people
have noticed directly and are screaming to be heard. 

And the game exists both to test and silence those individuals.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61529632

 United States
08/12/2014 08:54 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

And yes, there is a higher level. But I expect most of you would be concerned by
the group who controls the world.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

this is a shill tactic

telling us to be concerned with the puppets
and not the puppet masters

don't they work on the same team ??

I'm outta here

when you get some real intel,
let me know

I'm not going to follow false leads
into a circle of oblivion

ScoutsOUT

User ID: 26434285
 United States

08/12/2014 08:55 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

The war is on for the minds of those who are unaware and still susceptible to
brainwashing / conditioning / false flag wars / etc.

We will never find the "enemy." Just fellow soldiers fighting the war.
 Quoting: ScoutsOUT 

dude

you can't fight a war
if you don't know who the enemy is

you are stabbing in the dark
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61529632 

Before you fight a war you need to know who is on your side.

This is the time to organize those around us who are still unaware..

The enemy is ignorance. If we can get enough people to have awareness of the
manipulation, they can shut it off.

When TPTB mobilize troops to go to war, but the people are aware of the reasons for the
war (and they're not good,) the war will not be supported.

Which is what we want, right? I don't want to actually fight a war with bullets when words
will suffice.

If TPTB can't mobilize people into fighting their wars, they lose, and not one shot is fired.
No enemy declared.
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Be polite, be professional, be prepared to kill everyone you meet. - General James Mattis

ScoutsOUT

User ID: 26434285
 United States

08/12/2014 08:59 AM
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Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

And yes, there is a higher level. But I expect most of you would be concerned
by the group who controls the world.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

this is a shill tactic

telling us to be concerned with the puppets
and not the puppet masters

don't they work on the same team ??

I'm outta here

when you get some real intel,
let me know

I'm not going to follow false leads
into a circle of oblivion

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61529632 

If you can convince the puppets to cut the strings from the masters, does it matter who
the masters are?

Be polite, be professional, be prepared to kill everyone you meet. - General James Mattis

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61528872

 Germany
08/12/2014 08:59 AM
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Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

And yes, there is a higher level. But I expect most of you would be concerned
by the group who controls the world.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

this is a shill tactic

telling us to be concerned with the puppets
and not the puppet masters

don't they work on the same team ??

I'm outta here

when you get some real intel,
let me know

I'm not going to follow false leads
into a circle of oblivion

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61529632 

Accessing these entities directly would be difficult. 

This is a spiritual war that is being directly reflected in physical reality. 

The players need to learn how to work in both spiritual and physical reality at once; no
easy task. 

I am merely giving those of you who have felt the effect of this war directly the chance to
discuss it in the light of day. Few venture to speak openly of their experiences. 

I may know something you do not, and you may know something I do not. Together,
perhaps we shall learn from one another.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 52921164

 United States
08/12/2014 09:03 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

They are at once hyperdimensional celestial entities with great power
and physical humans with great wealth and status eager to preserve
that power. Make of this what you will: they are both one and the
same.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

do they have a name or title ???

what are they called ???
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61529632 
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There is only so much I can say.

Their name changes based on their hierarchy in the power structure. But the
function of the person or facility of surveillance is to serve the groups of greater
power. At the top of what we believe to be the power structure there is a higher
invisible structure. 

This group has a name which nobody knows.
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

when i was thrown into this reality i was SHOWN that i was
the SIGNET- ZERUBBABEL-but every one thinks i'm the devil-
it's ok -everyone is suppose to hate me -it's written you know
in that black BOOK nobody seems to reads anymore.

V²(pi)³³³
CDXLIV, Ele laii Erisia l
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

And yes, there is a higher level. But I expect most of you would be concerned
by the group who controls the world.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

this is a shill tactic

telling us to be concerned with the puppets
and not the puppet masters

don't they work on the same team ??

I'm outta here

when you get some real intel,
let me know

I'm not going to follow false leads
into a circle of oblivion

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61529632 

Yes you will, and you know it, mister CIA/KGB man

Now admit it, and spare yourselves all the humiliation

….. 

….

Every parting gives a foretaste of death; every reunion, a hint of the resurrection.

~Schopenhauer

ScoutsOUT

User ID: 26434285
 United States

08/12/2014 09:07 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

And yes, there is a higher level. But I expect most of you would be
concerned by the group who controls the world.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

this is a shill tactic

telling us to be concerned with the puppets
and not the puppet masters

don't they work on the same team ??

I'm outta here

when you get some real intel,
let me know

I'm not going to follow false leads
into a circle of oblivion

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61529632 
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Yes you will, and you know it, mister CIA/KGB man

Now admit it, and spare yourselves all the humiliation

….. 
 Quoting: V²(pi)³³³ 

Be polite, be professional, be prepared to kill everyone you meet. - General James Mattis

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61506632

 United States
08/12/2014 09:08 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Dude stop tripping on a name and title. If you are aware as OP says you already know
your enemy. Sometimes you have to step outside of your comfort zone. If they use magick
against you? You have to use their own weapons against them. Once you reach a certain
level you have no karmic retribution for you actions in this. Study spiritual warfare from
both esoteric and christian perspectives. You will find many similarities, just different words
and actions to achieve the same end. Much is done in dreams on both sides. Dreams are
not always what they have told us. They access us in our dreams. You can build armor
internally and externally to block them. My husband and I very sucessfully have
disconnected our biggest hunter in the last few weeks. Also trust nobody BUT hopefully like
we have found...people who have been your true friends for a bit of time are going through
this too. Ask them. You may be surprised by their answers. You will find you do have
comrades in this. We will gather and join forces. The tide is turning az we speak. About to
get to the point where our rising awareness becomes stronger than their system to keep us
separated from our creator. 

The Brother/sisterhood of humanity is rising and will get to the top of that mountain and
tear that tower of babel and confusion down brick by brick. We will NOT be slaves again.

Let our people go...or we will smite your systems dead. 

[link to youtu.be] 

Thank you OP. Our ancestors and forefathers are smiling down on us. Proud of us for
remembering who we are and to take back what they created for us,knowing it was flawed
from the beginning. Those wise men knew someone would come along and offer remedy.
They have waited patiently 230 years. Time to honor them for their sacrifices. 
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

As long as you are preceiving it as a war with good and evil sides, you are
still playing the game and caught up in the illusion.

It is just the process of spirits descent in matter and its return, the process
of becoming. Take the next step

 Quoting: talkstory 

Good and evil is an oversimplification. We are looking at polarity. Those who are
fighting for control and the power structure at present have a role that needs to be
played. 

Constant exchanges of energy take place in the universe. The seeker must learn the
tension of opposites, the balance and dance of push and pull. Negative and positive
aspects must be present. A biological system at equilibrium is dead. 

The balance of natural order, however, is currently very upset. 

All humans and nature sense this at varying levels of awareness. A small group of
people have noticed directly and are screaming to be heard. 

And the game exists both to test and silence those individuals.
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

Agree with most of what you posted however there is no need to silence those that are
aware, as those unaware cannot and will not open themselves to a new awareness when it
is presented to them. The mere presence of those that are self aware is enough to spread
the awareness in those ready to receive it. Each plays their part in the play, no one is left
behind. The dark cycle has ended, the old system is passing away. No need to get your
panties in a bunch, just be who you are, that is enough.

talkstory

ScoutsOUT

User ID: 26434285
 United States
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

And yes, there is a higher level. But I expect most of you would be
concerned by the group who controls the world.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

this is a shill tactic

telling us to be concerned with the puppets
and not the puppet masters

don't they work on the same team ??

I'm outta here

when you get some real intel,
let me know

I'm not going to follow false leads
into a circle of oblivion

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61529632 

Accessing these entities directly would be difficult. 

This is a spiritual war that is being directly reflected in physical reality. 

The players need to learn how to work in both spiritual and physical reality at once;
no easy task. 

I am merely giving those of you who have felt the effect of this war directly the
chance to discuss it in the light of day. Few venture to speak openly of their
experiences. 

I may know something you do not, and you may know something I do not. Together,
perhaps we shall learn from one another.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

Thread: I wrote something and then the government pursued me until I was arrested for
reckless conduct 

Be polite, be professional, be prepared to kill everyone you meet. - General James Mattis

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61528872

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are
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As long as you are preceiving it as a war with good and evil sides, you
are still playing the game and caught up in the illusion.

It is just the process of spirits descent in matter and its return, the
process of becoming. Take the next step

 Quoting: talkstory 

Good and evil is an oversimplification. We are looking at polarity. Those who
are fighting for control and the power structure at present have a role that
needs to be played. 

Constant exchanges of energy take place in the universe. The seeker must
learn the tension of opposites, the balance and dance of push and pull.
Negative and positive aspects must be present. A biological system at
equilibrium is dead. 

The balance of natural order, however, is currently very upset. 

All humans and nature sense this at varying levels of awareness. A small
group of people have noticed directly and are screaming to be heard. 

And the game exists both to test and silence those individuals.
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

Agree with most of what you posted however there is no need to silence those that
are aware, as those unaware cannot and will not open themselves to a new
awareness when it is presented to them. The mere presence of those that are self
aware is enough to spread the awareness in those ready to receive it. Each plays
their part in the play, no one is left behind. The dark cycle has ended, the old
system is passing away. No need to get your panties in a bunch, just be who you
are, that is enough.

 Quoting: talkstory 

This is true, growing in awareness and consciousness will foster the growth of awareness in
others merely by being alone. Like a meme or a virus it spreads, erupts seemingly out of
nowhere. In reality, it is merely an idea that has reached a threshold of consciousness. We
are the progenitors of that consciousness.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61506632
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Report Abusive Post
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Thank you really. This is the best thread i jave seen on the subject. Silence equals death.
Keep talking. It does spread and grow around you. I have been watching those I love get
ignited one by one for the last year or so.
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

I would add that no one or thing has any power in your space that you don't give
them. From the physical to highest spiritual plane. So if you are being bothered why are you
allowing it. You still believe that there are being on levels with more power in your space
than you? Then you have a problem. And your return to this level of existence is
guaranteed. Your are a sovereign being, own it.
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

As long as you are preceiving it as a war with good and evil
sides, you are still playing the game and caught up in the
illusion.

It is just the process of spirits descent in matter and its return,
the process of becoming. Take the next step

 Quoting: talkstory 

Good and evil is an oversimplification. We are looking at polarity. Those
who are fighting for control and the power structure at present have a
role that needs to be played. 

Constant exchanges of energy take place in the universe. The seeker
must learn the tension of opposites, the balance and dance of push
and pull. Negative and positive aspects must be present. A biological
system at equilibrium is dead. 

The balance of natural order, however, is currently very upset. 

All humans and nature sense this at varying levels of awareness. A
small group of people have noticed directly and are screaming to be
heard. 

And the game exists both to test and silence those individuals.
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And the game exists both to test and silence those individuals.
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

Agree with most of what you posted however there is no need to silence
those that are aware, as those unaware cannot and will not open themselves
to a new awareness when it is presented to them. The mere presence of
those that are self aware is enough to spread the awareness in those ready
to receive it. Each plays their part in the play, no one is left behind. The dark
cycle has ended, the old system is passing away. No need to get your
panties in a bunch, just be who you are, that is enough.

 Quoting: talkstory 

This is true, growing in awareness and consciousness will foster the growth of
awareness in others merely by being alone. Like a meme or a virus it spreads, erupts
seemingly out of nowhere. In reality, it is merely an idea that has reached a
threshold of consciousness. We are the progenitors of that consciousness.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

exactly
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

I would add that no one or thing has any power in your space that you don't give
them. From the physical to highest spiritual plane. So if you are being bothered why
are you allowing it. You still believe that there are being on levels with more power in
your space than you? Then you have a problem. And your return to this level of
existence is guaranteed. Your are a sovereign being, own it.

 Quoting: talkstory 

While you are right, in the eastern tradition those who reach nirvana but do not come back
to earthly realms to teach the way are known as "stone Buddhas". I bear no judgement
upon those who would have for themselves peace, but there are some who cannot find rest
until we have done our part.

That does not mean that being a player is to be ruled by fear. They have all overcome fear
to get here. But they put ourselves in the face of demons and lesser great powers - some
political, others material - with hopes of changing the world. It is more to contend with.
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

I would add that no one or thing has any power in your space that you don't
give them. From the physical to highest spiritual plane. So if you are being
bothered why are you allowing it. You still believe that there are being on
levels with more power in your space than you? Then you have a problem.
And your return to this level of existence is guaranteed. Your are a sovereign
being, own it.

 Quoting: talkstory 

While you are right, in the eastern tradition those who reach nirvana but do not
come back to earthly realms to teach the way are known as "stone Buddhas". I bear
no judgement upon those who would have for themselves peace, but there are some
who cannot find rest until we have done our part.

That does not mean that being a player is to be ruled by fear. They have all
overcome fear to get here. But they put ourselves in the face of demons and
lesser great powers - some political, others material - with hopes of changing the
world. It is more to contend with.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61532352 

Once you overcome fear, nothing can stop you

Be polite, be professional, be prepared to kill everyone you meet. - General James Mattis

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61532352

 Spain
08/12/2014 09:33 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

I would add that no one or thing has any power in your space that
you don't give them. From the physical to highest spiritual plane. So if
you are being bothered why are you allowing it. You still believe that
there are being on levels with more power in your space than you?
Then you have a problem. And your return to this level of existence is
guaranteed. Your are a sovereign being, own it.

 Quoting: talkstory 

While you are right, in the eastern tradition those who reach nirvana but do
not come back to earthly realms to teach the way are known as "stone
Buddhas". I bear no judgement upon those who would have for themselves
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peace, but there are some who cannot find rest until we have done our part.

That does not mean that being a player is to be ruled by fear. They have all
overcome fear to get here. But they put ourselves in the face of demons
and lesser great powers - some political, others material - with hopes of
changing the world. It is more to contend with.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61532352 

Once you overcome fear, nothing can stop you
 Quoting: ScoutsOUT 

This is true. The workings of destiny are enigmatic and inscrutable, but trial by fire is part
of the journey of both seeker and hero.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61532352

 Spain
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Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Some of you may have noticed that I have cycled through three flags. My connections are
being torn offline. Make of it what you will.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 60848092

 Hong Kong
08/12/2014 09:43 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Those of you who are active members of the secret war are already aware of it.
You've had no choice but to recognize your part in it. You may wonder why you
have been targeted, and what you should do. 

They are afraid of awareness, awareness is infectious and very powerful. Those of
you who fully possess your spirit and mind have the ability to throw a wrench in the
social machine. They don't want you to know about your power. They would rather
that you be afraid like everybody else. They will ambush, sabotage, assault, and
confuse you until you no longer present a threat, or you are advanced enough to
bypass their mental barrage. If you reach the level where you can no longer be
controlled by fear, they will merely censor you entirely so you do not disrupt the
power structure.

Whether you know it or not, we are at war. This isn't a war that is spoken of, it
concerns the human race, rather then respective countries or nations. As some of
you know, it is a war of perception and information. As others of you know, it is a
spiritual war, taking place on higher dimensions and reflected in physical form in
global affairs, the media, and even the internet. 

In essence, this is a war of control, and it is everywhere. The ultimate power is to
take control of perception and eventually the mind and spirit. By controlling the
media, TPTB can directly influence the ideas, hopes, dreams, and fears of the public.
This control is not limited to mainstream media. It is at full scale even in the places
you Might Least Expect. 

Trust nobody, and do not be fooled by public opinion. Let nobody dictate to you
your reality. Not teachers, preachers, scripture, politicians. Train the only weapon
that will be effective - the spirit and mind. 

If you have been targeted by this game, remember that you are not alone, even if it
sometimes seems as if you are.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61499826 
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

There are two paths the Eye doctrine and heart doctrine, each must choose. One brings
you back to labor with the heart and mind of men till all are realized.

"the voice of silence"
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

What the hell..
Lets shin this pit!

Be polite, be professional, be prepared to kill everyone you meet. - General James Mattis
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you are

Some of you may have noticed that I have cycled through three flags. My
connections are being torn offline. Make of it what you will.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61532352 
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

what is the source of fear, ignorance, as to your true nature.

talkstory
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Many get the feeling...that they know exactly what they need to do to
follow their own path, but they are still lost. That is when it's important to
follow the signs, the signs that resonate with spirit instead of the ones
that possess it.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

jesus condemned those who seek after a 'sign'
because they wouldn't receive the truth in a person
which is what Jesus is
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Those of you who are active members of the secret war are already aware
of it. You've had no choice but to recognize your part in it. You may
wonder why you have been targeted, and what you should do. 

They are afraid of awareness, awareness is infectious and very powerful.
Those of you who fully possess your spirit and mind have the ability to
throw a wrench in the social machine. They don't want you to know about
your power. They would rather that you be afraid like everybody else. They
will ambush, sabotage, assault, and confuse you until you no longer
present a threat, or you are advanced enough to bypass their mental
barrage. If you reach the level where you can no longer be controlled by
fear, they will merely censor you entirely so you do not disrupt the power
structure.

Whether you know it or not, we are at war. This isn't a war that is spoken
of, it concerns the human race, rather then respective countries or
nations. As some of you know, it is a war of perception and information. As
others of you know, it is a spiritual war, taking place on higher dimensions
and reflected in physical form in global affairs, the media, and even the
internet. 

In essence, this is a war of control, and it is everywhere. The ultimate
power is to take control of perception and eventually the mind and spirit.
By controlling the media, TPTB can directly influence the ideas, hopes,
dreams, and fears of the public. This control is not limited to mainstream
media. It is at full scale even in the places you Might Least Expect. 
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Trust nobody, and do not be fooled by public opinion. Let nobody dictate
to you your reality. Not teachers, preachers, scripture, politicians. Train
the only weapon that will be effective - the spirit and mind. 

If you have been targeted by this game, remember that you are not alone,
even if it sometimes seems as if you are.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61499826 

I became aware of this "game" in April. I thought I was being gang stalked.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61532352

 Spain
08/12/2014 10:15 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Being in the process of becoming, a dynamic force of beauty love and trust.
Ugliness oppression and evil are also realities and the wise mind acknowledges
that they exist. In a globalized world the potential of these powers to blossom and
overtake the ecosystem of balance is greatly amplified. Peace is not an excuse for
passivity. Safety is not an excuse for servitude.

ScoutsOUT

User ID: 26434285
 United States

08/12/2014 10:17 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Those of you who are active members of the secret war are already
aware of it. You've had no choice but to recognize your part in it.
You may wonder why you have been targeted, and what you should
do. 

They are afraid of awareness, awareness is infectious and very
powerful. Those of you who fully possess your spirit and mind have
the ability to throw a wrench in the social machine. They don't want
you to know about your power. They would rather that you be
afraid like everybody else. They will ambush, sabotage, assault, and
confuse you until you no longer present a threat, or you are
advanced enough to bypass their mental barrage. If you reach the
level where you can no longer be controlled by fear, they will merely
censor you entirely so you do not disrupt the power structure.

Whether you know it or not, we are at war. This isn't a war that is
spoken of, it concerns the human race, rather then respective
countries or nations. As some of you know, it is a war of perception
and information. As others of you know, it is a spiritual war, taking
place on higher dimensions and reflected in physical form in global
affairs, the media, and even the internet. 

In essence, this is a war of control, and it is everywhere. The
ultimate power is to take control of perception and eventually the
mind and spirit. By controlling the media, TPTB can directly influence
the ideas, hopes, dreams, and fears of the public. This control is not
limited to mainstream media. It is at full scale even in the places
you Might Least Expect. 

Trust nobody, and do not be fooled by public opinion. Let nobody
dictate to you your reality. Not teachers, preachers, scripture,
politicians. Train the only weapon that will be effective - the spirit
and mind. 

If you have been targeted by this game, remember that you are not
alone, even if it sometimes seems as if you are.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61499826 

I became aware of this "game" in April. I thought I was being gang stalked.
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 52275745 

You very well may have been targeted to do something stupid or harmful to take
you OUT of the game.

Be polite, be professional, be prepared to kill everyone you meet. - General James Mattis

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61389953

 United States
08/12/2014 10:18 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Those of you who are active members of the secret war are already
aware of it. You've had no choice but to recognize your part in it. You may
wonder why you have been targeted, and what you should do. 

They are afraid of awareness, awareness is infectious and very powerful.
Those of you who fully possess your spirit and mind have the ability to
throw a wrench in the social machine. They don't want you to know about
your power. They would rather that you be afraid like everybody else. They
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will ambush, sabotage, assault, and confuse you until you no longer
present a threat, or you are advanced enough to bypass their mental
barrage. If you reach the level where you can no longer be controlled by
fear, they will merely censor you entirely so you do not disrupt the power
structure.

Whether you know it or not, we are at war. This isn't a war that is spoken
of, it concerns the human race, rather then respective countries or
nations. As some of you know, it is a war of perception and information. As
others of you know, it is a spiritual war, taking place on higher dimensions
and reflected in physical form in global affairs, the media, and even the
internet. 

In essence, this is a war of control, and it is everywhere. The ultimate
power is to take control of perception and eventually the mind and spirit.
By controlling the media, TPTB can directly influence the ideas, hopes,
dreams, and fears of the public. This control is not limited to mainstream
media. It is at full scale even in the places you Might Least Expect. 

Trust nobody, and do not be fooled by public opinion. Let nobody dictate
to you your reality. Not teachers, preachers, scripture, politicians. Train
the only weapon that will be effective - the spirit and mind. 

If you have been targeted by this game, remember that you are not alone,
even if it sometimes seems as if you are.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61499826 

So you post this on a controlled opposition mainstream websites run by the evil
powers that would destroy us? You have 0 credibility and this is a bait mining
thread at best. Go fuck yourself.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61532352

 Spain
08/12/2014 10:20 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Those of you who are active members of the secret war are already
aware of it. You've had no choice but to recognize your part in it.
You may wonder why you have been targeted, and what you should
do. 

They are afraid of awareness, awareness is infectious and very
powerful. Those of you who fully possess your spirit and mind have
the ability to throw a wrench in the social machine. They don't want
you to know about your power. They would rather that you be
afraid like everybody else. They will ambush, sabotage, assault, and
confuse you until you no longer present a threat, or you are
advanced enough to bypass their mental barrage. If you reach the
level where you can no longer be controlled by fear, they will merely
censor you entirely so you do not disrupt the power structure.

Whether you know it or not, we are at war. This isn't a war that is
spoken of, it concerns the human race, rather then respective
countries or nations. As some of you know, it is a war of perception
and information. As others of you know, it is a spiritual war, taking
place on higher dimensions and reflected in physical form in global
affairs, the media, and even the internet. 

In essence, this is a war of control, and it is everywhere. The
ultimate power is to take control of perception and eventually the
mind and spirit. By controlling the media, TPTB can directly influence
the ideas, hopes, dreams, and fears of the public. This control is not
limited to mainstream media. It is at full scale even in the places
you Might Least Expect. 

Trust nobody, and do not be fooled by public opinion. Let nobody
dictate to you your reality. Not teachers, preachers, scripture,
politicians. Train the only weapon that will be effective - the spirit
and mind. 

If you have been targeted by this game, remember that you are not
alone, even if it sometimes seems as if you are.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61499826 

I became aware of this "game" in April. I thought I was being gang stalked.
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 52275745 

You are not the only one. Few people will speak of it here, but this causes them
to feel like they are the only ones. That the entire experience was a bizarre and
out of character hallucination contrived by mental instability. 
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This is not the case. It is real in every way that matters. The methods are up for
dispute, but evidence asserts the reality of the phenomenon. 

Of course, no amount of stalking or games can make you lose sanctity of the mind
unless you let them. For many of us, this was at first difficult. But then the
process sees adaptation. Players grow stronger. They learn to crack codes,
surprise the GameMasters

SeventhWatcher

User ID: 44635021
08/12/2014 10:21 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

I am the newest player. I have a small team, but I would love to be a part of a
larger whole. How did everyone like Saturday morning, 3-4 am EST? 

No one who's /in/ seems to be doing so well hahaha.
SeventhWatcher

User ID: 44635021
08/12/2014 10:22 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Oh, and PM me, I'll tell anyone who wants to know EVERYTHING I know.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61532352

 Spain
08/12/2014 10:23 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

So you post this on a controlled opposition mainstream websites run by the
evil powers that would destroy us? You have 0 credibility and this is a bait
mining thread at best. Go fuck yourself.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61389953 

Those that come seeking to find truth rather then being socially engineered
deserve to have a shot at it. Not everyone here knows the nature of this site, but
those who have come to this thread are well aware of the truth. We are here
anyway because we believe we can make a difference. If you believe you can
post anywhere online away from the eyes of the Gatekeepers and still have an
audience to speak to I would be skeptical.

ScoutsOUT

User ID: 26434285
 United States

08/12/2014 10:23 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Anyone care to share the gangstalking techniques they think were used
against them?

Electronic harassment? Synchronicity? People seem to be able to read your
thoughts? Being followed?

I'd like to hear about what people have experienced. Maybe someone who is going
through it currently will be able to identify some of the symptoms.

I never heard about it until it happened to me, and it is very disconcerting to see
the amount of resources put into something like this. Especially on a large scale.

Be polite, be professional, be prepared to kill everyone you meet. - General James Mattis

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 56144605

 United States
08/12/2014 10:25 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Those of you who are active members of the secret war are already
aware of it. You've had no choice but to recognize your part in it.
You may wonder why you have been targeted, and what you should
do. 
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They are afraid of awareness, awareness is infectious and very
powerful. Those of you who fully possess your spirit and mind have
the ability to throw a wrench in the social machine. They don't want
you to know about your power. They would rather that you be
afraid like everybody else. They will ambush, sabotage, assault, and
confuse you until you no longer present a threat, or you are
advanced enough to bypass their mental barrage. If you reach the
level where you can no longer be controlled by fear, they will merely
censor you entirely so you do not disrupt the power structure.

Whether you know it or not, we are at war. This isn't a war that is
spoken of, it concerns the human race, rather then respective
countries or nations. As some of you know, it is a war of perception
and information. As others of you know, it is a spiritual war, taking
place on higher dimensions and reflected in physical form in global
affairs, the media, and even the internet. 

In essence, this is a war of control, and it is everywhere. The
ultimate power is to take control of perception and eventually the
mind and spirit. By controlling the media, TPTB can directly influence
the ideas, hopes, dreams, and fears of the public. This control is not
limited to mainstream media. It is at full scale even in the places
you Might Least Expect. 

Trust nobody, and do not be fooled by public opinion. Let nobody
dictate to you your reality. Not teachers, preachers, scripture,
politicians. Train the only weapon that will be effective - the spirit
and mind. 

If you have been targeted by this game, remember that you are not
alone, even if it sometimes seems as if you are.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61499826 

I became aware of this "game" in April. I thought I was being gang stalked.
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 52275745 

it's called interactive fiction
and is staged by social engineers
you can find out their methods
at a site called tvtropes
search for "closed circle"

Tampa Heather

User ID: 57192133
 United States

08/12/2014 10:25 AM

Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Good job in original post!

5*

Can't fix stupid & lazy

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16516516

 Canada
08/12/2014 10:25 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Learn to distinguish between malevolent and benevolent synchronicity.
Sometimes very different intentions are manifested with the same means.
Do not make assumptions you are unprepared to later revoke. Question
everything, but do not let yourself become subject to hypervigilence -
understand that you cannot be harmed by anything other then your
willingness to relinquish the control of your mind.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61499826 

OP, everything you said is so true with the exception of being harmed. It is the
story of my life. (Shameless plug: LIFE ON THE LIMBUS by Jesse Smith) I wanted
to be a witness, but it is as if the book is shrouded from being read.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 56144605

 United States
08/12/2014 10:26 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Anyone care to share the gangstalking techniques they think were used
against them?
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Electronic harassment? Synchronicity? People seem to be able to read your
thoughts? Being followed?

I'd like to hear about what people have experienced. Maybe someone who
is going through it currently will be able to identify some of the symptoms.

I never heard about it until it happened to me, and it is very disconcerting
to see the amount of resources put into something like this. Especially on a
large scale.

 Quoting: ScoutsOUT 

there is a frequency which is synchronized to the human brain
this frequency can be broadcast from wireless towers

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61532352

 Spain
08/12/2014 10:29 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Thank you for the karma pin.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 56475159

 United States
08/12/2014 10:30 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

instructions for dumb

ScoutsOUT

User ID: 26434285
 United States

08/12/2014 10:31 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Those of you who are active members of the secret war are
already aware of it. You've had no choice but to recognize
your part in it. You may wonder why you have been
targeted, and what you should do. 

They are afraid of awareness, awareness is infectious and
very powerful. Those of you who fully possess your spirit and
mind have the ability to throw a wrench in the social
machine. They don't want you to know about your power.
They would rather that you be afraid like everybody else.
They will ambush, sabotage, assault, and confuse you until
you no longer present a threat, or you are advanced enough
to bypass their mental barrage. If you reach the level where
you can no longer be controlled by fear, they will merely
censor you entirely so you do not disrupt the power
structure.

Whether you know it or not, we are at war. This isn't a war
that is spoken of, it concerns the human race, rather then
respective countries or nations. As some of you know, it is a
war of perception and information. As others of you know, it
is a spiritual war, taking place on higher dimensions and
reflected in physical form in global affairs, the media, and
even the internet. 

In essence, this is a war of control, and it is everywhere.
The ultimate power is to take control of perception and
eventually the mind and spirit. By controlling the media, TPTB
can directly influence the ideas, hopes, dreams, and fears of
the public. This control is not limited to mainstream media. It
is at full scale even in the places you Might Least Expect. 

Trust nobody, and do not be fooled by public opinion. Let
nobody dictate to you your reality. Not teachers, preachers,
scripture, politicians. Train the only weapon that will be
effective - the spirit and mind. 

If you have been targeted by this game, remember that you
are not alone, even if it sometimes seems as if you are.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61499826 

I became aware of this "game" in April. I thought I was being gang
stalked.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 52275745 

it's called interactive fiction
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and is staged by social engineers
you can find out their methods
at a site called tvtropes
search for "closed circle"

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 56144605 

Be polite, be professional, be prepared to kill everyone you meet. - General James Mattis

Tampa Heather

User ID: 57192133
 United States

08/12/2014 10:32 AM

Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Some of us know what they do. It is hard to keep walking the walk.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61441192 

Indeed; "the whole world is watching"
Or at least for those that see, there is a way out...
It is time to decide whether to build an arc or bring attention to the
flood

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

^^ in bold...

Can't fix stupid & lazy

ScoutsOUT

User ID: 26434285
 United States

08/12/2014 10:33 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Thank you for the karma pin.
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61532352 

It resonates with me quite a bit..

Thread: I wrote something and then the government pursued me until I was
arrested for reckless conduct 
Thread: Looking for info / legit citations about: HAARP, population control, mind
control, modern use of ELF weapons, etc. 

Thank you for your thread! I've already gained some very valuable insight ;)

Be polite, be professional, be prepared to kill everyone you meet. - General James Mattis

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16516516

 Canada
08/12/2014 10:33 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Anyone care to share the gangstalking techniques they think were used
against them?

Electronic harassment? Synchronicity? People seem to be able to read your
thoughts? Being followed?

I'd like to hear about what people have experienced. Maybe someone who
is going through it currently will be able to identify some of the symptoms.

I never heard about it until it happened to me, and it is very disconcerting
to see the amount of resources put into something like this. Especially on a
large scale.

 Quoting: ScoutsOUT 

I wrote about it in LIFE ON THE LIMBUS by Jesse Smith. Ultimately it is a spiritual
battle, the fight for your "light".

Tampa Heather

User ID: 57192133
 United States

08/12/2014 10:38 AM

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

This group has a name which nobody knows.
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Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

This group has a name which nobody knows.
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

ok, so we are fighting a battle against
invisible beings in the sky ???

sounds like bullsh!t religion
or some new age crap

yes, I know there is a war going on,
but I don't know which side you are on.
Apparently it's not our side else we
would have a name or a title after
millions of yrs in existence

hell, we know more about dinosaurs
than we do about invisible sky entities

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61529632 

It is not invisible literally, it is invisible in the sense that the policy makers
are above the leadership of the national government.

And yes, there is a higher level. But I expect most of you would be
concerned by the group who controls the world.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

I understand what you're saying German AC...

Hard to explain it to others until you experience it yourself...

But I can tell by reading this thread (on pg 3 now) there are A LOT of folks on
here that know what OP speaks in regards to...

Can't fix stupid & lazy

Tampa Heather

User ID: 57192133
 United States

08/12/2014 10:39 AM

Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

And yes, there is a higher level. But I expect most of you would be
concerned by the group who controls the world.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

this is a shill tactic

telling us to be concerned with the puppets
and not the puppet masters

don't they work on the same team ??

I'm outta here

when you get some real intel,
let me know

I'm not going to follow false leads
into a circle of oblivion

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61529632 

GTFO!

Can't fix stupid & lazy

Dragonfly

User ID: 13586972
 United States

08/12/2014 10:44 AM

Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

The purpose of the attack on society world wide is what? Adam Wishaupt wrote it
in the 1800s when he laid out the plan of the satanists. After the first two world
wars a third one is to be fought. It's purpose is to rid the world of two things. One
is people, depopulation, as is being done in the Middle East. However, it isn't going
fast enough for them so much greater violence is planned. The second reason is
to destroy, eradicate all religions. Although most don't recognize it, and many
won't accept it, religion is the structure of society. Without the guiding principals,
laws for behavior in that society, expectations of performance from all
participants, society ceases to exist. Imagine life without society. Many want
autonomy, but if provided with total autonomy to every person, total absence of
rules and expectations of behavior, most would perish. Without society, whether it
is guided by a belief in Christ, or Buddha, or whatever, life would collapse. Humans
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would either come up with a new religion or society would totally fail and would
result in the end of the human race. This is the plan the Illuminati is following right
now. Destroy all religions on earth. When people are totally destitute, introduce
the religion of worship of Satan. Be prepared.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61085976

 United Kingdom
08/12/2014 10:44 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Those of you who are active members of the secret war are
already aware of it. You've had no choice but to recognize
your part in it. You may wonder why you have been
targeted, and what you should do. 

They are afraid of awareness, awareness is infectious and
very powerful. Those of you who fully possess your spirit and
mind have the ability to throw a wrench in the social
machine. They don't want you to know about your power.
They would rather that you be afraid like everybody else.
They will ambush, sabotage, assault, and confuse you until
you no longer present a threat, or you are advanced enough
to bypass their mental barrage. If you reach the level where
you can no longer be controlled by fear, they will merely
censor you entirely so you do not disrupt the power
structure.

Whether you know it or not, we are at war. This isn't a war
that is spoken of, it concerns the human race, rather then
respective countries or nations. As some of you know, it is a
war of perception and information. As others of you know, it
is a spiritual war, taking place on higher dimensions and
reflected in physical form in global affairs, the media, and
even the internet. 

In essence, this is a war of control, and it is everywhere.
The ultimate power is to take control of perception and
eventually the mind and spirit. By controlling the media, TPTB
can directly influence the ideas, hopes, dreams, and fears of
the public. This control is not limited to mainstream media. It
is at full scale even in the places you Might Least Expect. 

Trust nobody, and do not be fooled by public opinion. Let
nobody dictate to you your reality. Not teachers, preachers,
scripture, politicians. Train the only weapon that will be
effective - the spirit and mind. 

If you have been targeted by this game, remember that you
are not alone, even if it sometimes seems as if you are.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61499826 

I became aware of this "game" in April. I thought I was being gang
stalked.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 52275745 

it's called interactive fiction
and is staged by social engineers
you can find out their methods
at a site called tvtropes
search for "closed circle"

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 56144605 

searched and found these on the top link copyright attributed to the link...

"The term 'Closed circle' is a mystery term. It refers to a situation where contact
with the outside world has been severed... This is where the setting is truly
allowed to shine. The culprit and other characters are unable to escape the
[closed circle]. At the same time, there won't be any new characters from the
outside."
— Itsuki Koizumi, The Melancholy Of Haruhi Suzumiya

Nah, it's more like an archetype, a versatile tool used to stick your characters in
one spot and force them to deal with the danger. The heroes can be space cops,
vacationers on a beach trip, or FBI investigators. They can be trapped by a
ghost, simple mechanical troubles, a man in a mask, or an eccentric billionaire. To
get out they might need to solve a mystery, survive a serial killer, repair their car,
or just wait out the rain. Like we said, the variations are limitless.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61532352

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are
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But I can tell by reading this thread (on pg 3 now) there are A LOT of
folks on here that know what OP speaks in regards to...

 Quoting: Tampa Heather 

This is the purpose for this thread. So many have come into something never
spoken of. Even I am surprised by how many have been aware all along.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 59355482

 United States
08/12/2014 10:45 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Thank you for the thought

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16516516

 Canada
08/12/2014 10:47 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

 Quoting: Capt. Ivan Danko 

Definitely not!
SeventhWatcher

User ID: 44635021
08/12/2014 10:50 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Anyone care to share the gangstalking techniques they think were used
against them?

Electronic harassment? Synchronicity? People seem to be able to read your
thoughts? Being followed?

I'd like to hear about what people have experienced. Maybe someone who
is going through it currently will be able to identify some of the symptoms.

I never heard about it until it happened to me, and it is very disconcerting
to see the amount of resources put into something like this. Especially on a
large scale.

 Quoting: ScoutsOUT 

I've experienced something far worse. I call them body jumpers. They have
technology where they can literally swap a person's mind/spirit out with another.
A lot like how in The Matrix anyone can instantly become an Agent. I've guarded
my own mind, but I have a couple friends who have been victim to the thought
reading.

They also seem to have the ability to blast people with intense energy to cause
pain from seemingly no source. I have been hit by it a few times, but pain is only
in the mind. Staying focused and keeping a level head is more than enough to
keep it minimal.

Declaration of
Independence
User ID: 44264750

 United Kingdom
08/12/2014 10:52 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are
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players in the secret war - you know who you are 

Tampa Heather

User ID: 57192133
 United States

08/12/2014 10:53 AM

Report Abusive Post
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Dude stop tripping on a name and title. If you are aware as OP says you
already know your enemy. Sometimes you have to step outside of your
comfort zone. If they use magick against you? You have to use their own
weapons against them. Once you reach a certain level you have no karmic
retribution for you actions in this. Study spiritual warfare from both
esoteric and christian perspectives. You will find many similarities, just
different words and actions to achieve the same end. Much is done in
dreams on both sides. Dreams are not always what they have told us.
They access us in our dreams. You can build armor internally and externally
to block them. My husband and I very sucessfully have disconnected our
biggest hunter in the last few weeks. Also trust nobody BUT hopefully like
we have found...people who have been your true friends for a bit of time
are going through this too. Ask them. You may be surprised by their
answers. You will find you do have comrades in this. We will gather and join
forces. The tide is turning az we speak. About to get to the point where
our rising awareness becomes stronger than their system to keep us
separated from our creator. 

The Brother/sisterhood of humanity is rising and will get to the top of that
mountain and tear that tower of babel and confusion down brick by brick.
We will NOT be slaves again.

Let our people go...or we will smite your systems dead. 

[link to youtu.be] 

Thank you OP. Our ancestors and forefathers are smiling down on us. Proud
of us for remembering who we are and to take back what they created for
us,knowing it was flawed from the beginning. Those wise men knew
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someone would come along and offer remedy. They have waited patiently
230 years. Time to honor them for their sacrifices. 

WE RIDE
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61506632 

Gave me the chills!

I LOVE THIS THREAD!

Btw, I have disabled my biggest hunter in the last week myself :)

Ahh, feels good...

Weirdly, enough though, when I try to track him down I just keep going through
'tunnels'...split mind much?

I would laugh but the tactics used against humanity are a sick, sick joke!

Last Edited by Tampa Heather on 08/12/2014 10:55 AM

Can't fix stupid & lazy

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61044771

 United States
08/12/2014 10:53 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

I am a TI

OP your post helped me, I have been assaulted twice already today. (6
second radiation bursts.)

Your contributions would be more effective over at dave icks forum.

Many here are either shills or just ignorant to our malady.

Jesus IS LORD
redhouserebel

User ID: 61535564
 United Kingdom

08/12/2014 10:54 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Sometimes it is not as simple as you make out - there was a very deep and
invasive attack yesterday - some have fallen - the war is more cruel than many
can imagine. It takes time to recover from each assault and sometimes all we can
do is ask for others to be there when we reach out in whatever small way we do
and to return the same when we can.

Jesse Smith
User ID: 16516516

 Canada
08/12/2014 10:54 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

They are at once hyperdimensional celestial entities with
great power and physical humans with great wealth and
status eager to preserve that power. Make of this what you
will: they are both one and the same.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

do they have a name or title ???

what are they called ???
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61529632 

There is only so much I can say.

Their name changes based on their hierarchy in the power structure. But
the function of the person or facility of surveillance is to serve the groups
of greater power. At the top of what we believe to be the power structure
there is a higher invisible structure. 

This group has a name which nobody knows.
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

I called "it" the HORUS CHORUS.

Kezar Stanyan
New Kid on the Chopping Block

User ID: 59854026
08/12/2014 10:55 AM

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

I'm too new to this.

I thought you were all going to talk about the MMO.
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I thought you were all going to talk about the MMO.

thedude2888
Caesar

User ID: 59132323
 United States

08/12/2014 10:57 AM
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

guys, im pretty sure there is no going back, there is no redeeming this
world. 

people are absolutely brainwashed now, they cannot be unplugged from the
matrix. 

we can only pray Jesus will come soon.

Christ is King

Jesse Smith
User ID: 16516516

 Canada
08/12/2014 10:59 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

As long as you are preceiving it as a war with good and evil sides, you are
still playing the game and caught up in the illusion.

It is just the process of spirits descent in matter and its return, the
process of becoming. Take the next step

 Quoting: talkstory 

Indeed. It is about attaining personal "lucidity". Good versus evil is just another
illusion. That, however, does not give anyone the right to be a "shit".

Tampa Heather

User ID: 57192133
 United States

08/12/2014 10:59 AM

Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Some of you may have noticed that I have cycled through three flags. My
connections are being torn offline. Make of it what you will.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61532352 

:(

Keep your chin up!

Can't fix stupid & lazy

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16516516

 Canada
08/12/2014 11:01 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

I'm too new to this.

I thought you were all going to talk about the MMO.
 Quoting: Kezar Stanyan 

MMO = ?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61044771

 United States
08/12/2014 11:02 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

I will add that when I pray for those who are trying to do me harm in Jesus
name, it is effective.

I can FEEL that it is effecting them.

I was just hit by another burst as I was composing this.

They cannot harm me.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12284324

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
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User ID: 12284324
 United States

08/12/2014 11:04 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

are

Those of you who are active members of the secret
war are already aware of it. You've had no choice but
to recognize your part in it. You may wonder why you
have been targeted, and what you should do. 

They are afraid of awareness, awareness is infectious
and very powerful. Those of you who fully possess
your spirit and mind have the ability to throw a
wrench in the social machine. They don't want you to
know about your power. They would rather that you
be afraid like everybody else. They will ambush,
sabotage, assault, and confuse you until you no
longer present a threat, or you are advanced enough
to bypass their mental barrage. If you reach the level
where you can no longer be controlled by fear, they
will merely censor you entirely so you do not disrupt
the power structure.

Whether you know it or not, we are at war. This isn't
a war that is spoken of, it concerns the human race,
rather then respective countries or nations. As some
of you know, it is a war of perception and information.
As others of you know, it is a spiritual war, taking
place on higher dimensions and reflected in physical
form in global affairs, the media, and even the
internet. 

In essence, this is a war of control, and it is
everywhere. The ultimate power is to take control of
perception and eventually the mind and spirit. By
controlling the media, TPTB can directly influence the
ideas, hopes, dreams, and fears of the public. This
control is not limited to mainstream media. It is at full
scale even in the places you Might Least Expect. 

Trust nobody, and do not be fooled by public opinion.
Let nobody dictate to you your reality. Not teachers,
preachers, scripture, politicians. Train the only
weapon that will be effective - the spirit and mind. 

If you have been targeted by this game, remember
that you are not alone, even if it sometimes seems as
if you are.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61499826 

I became aware of this "game" in April. I thought I was being
gang stalked.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 52275745 

it's called interactive fiction
and is staged by social engineers
you can find out their methods
at a site called tvtropes
search for "closed circle"

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 56144605 

searched and found these on the top link copyright attributed to the link...

"The term 'Closed circle' is a mystery term. It refers to a situation where
contact with the outside world has been severed... This is where the
setting is truly allowed to shine. The culprit and other characters are
unable to escape the [closed circle]. At the same time, there won't be any
new characters from the outside."
— Itsuki Koizumi, The Melancholy Of Haruhi Suzumiya

Nah, it's more like an archetype, a versatile tool used to stick your
characters in one spot and force them to deal with the danger. The heroes
can be space cops, vacationers on a beach trip, or FBI investigators. They
can be trapped by a ghost, simple mechanical troubles, a man in a mask, or
an eccentric billionaire. To get out they might need to solve a mystery,
survive a serial killer, repair their car, or just wait out the rain. Like we
said, the variations are limitless.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61085976 
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How would you know if you were one of these "trapped" people?

Tampa Heather

User ID: 57192133
 United States

08/12/2014 11:05 AM

Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

But I can tell by reading this thread (on pg 3 now) there are A LOT
of folks on here that know what OP speaks in regards to...

 Quoting: Tampa Heather 

This is the purpose for this thread. So many have come into something
never spoken of. Even I am surprised by how many have been aware all
along.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61532352 

Yes, me too...

But it is very hard to talk about...especially here...

But I will not sit patiently...

THOSE OF US WHO KNOW WHERE WE STAND IN THIS GAME OF LIFE HAVE
THE RESPONSIBILITY TO HELP AND LOVE THOSE WHO DON'T.

Thank you for your time and thoughts OP :)

Last Edited by Tampa Heather on 08/12/2014 11:06 AM

Can't fix stupid & lazy

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61532352

 Spain
08/12/2014 11:06 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

I'm too new to this.

I thought you were all going to talk about the MMO.
 Quoting: Kezar Stanyan 

MMO = ?
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16516516 

It is a game called The Secret World, more accurate then you might dare to
believe, based on conspiracy theories and occultism. If you want a small taste,
this little clip below is quite intriguing. The war is reflected in many spheres.

ScoutsOUT

User ID: 26434285
 United States

08/12/2014 11:08 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Sometimes it is not as simple as you make out - there was a very deep and
invasive attack yesterday - some have fallen - the war is more cruel than
many can imagine. It takes time to recover from each assault and
sometimes all we can do is ask for others to be there when we reach out in
whatever small way we do and to return the same when we can.

 Quoting: redhouserebel 
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It was VERY bad yesterday.

I think the shooting in St. Louis involving the unarmed teen is a huge example of
the type of technology "they" have.

I bet that cop is SWEARING up and down he saw that kid with a gun.

Then the CITY ITSELF riots. We say it is in their cultures heritage. I think they're
being manipulated with electronic weapons, and then the group mindset kicks in.

Terrible stuff.

I bet when this is over, 10 - 20 years from now, they will tell about all the
atrocities committed during this time.

Be polite, be professional, be prepared to kill everyone you meet. - General James Mattis

Tampa Heather

User ID: 57192133
 United States

08/12/2014 11:09 AM

Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Karma pin gone already?

My bad, it's still there...I just needed to open my eyes...lol

Last Edited by Tampa Heather on 08/12/2014 11:10 AM

Can't fix stupid & lazy

ScoutsOUT

User ID: 26434285
 United States
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

I will add that when I pray for those who are trying to do me harm
in Jesus name, it is effective.

I can FEEL that it is effecting them.

I was just hit by another burst as I was composing this.

They cannot harm me.
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61044771 

I think that whatever technique that each individual has come up with to expel it
is effective.

I also believe that it can be used against them ...

Be polite, be professional, be prepared to kill everyone you meet. - General James Mattis

ScoutsOUT

User ID: 26434285
 United States

08/12/2014 11:10 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Karma pin gone already?
 Quoting: Tampa Heather 

Wow hasn't been an hour

Be polite, be professional, be prepared to kill everyone you meet. - General James Mattis

talkstory

User ID: 61516963
 Thailand

08/12/2014 11:10 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

As long as you are preceiving it as a war with good and evil sides,
you are still playing the game and caught up in the illusion.

It is just the process of spirits descent in matter and its return, the
process of becoming. Take the next step

 Quoting: talkstory 

Indeed. It is about attaining personal "lucidity". Good versus evil is just
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another illusion. That, however, does not give anyone the right to be a
"shit".

 Quoting: Jesse Smith 16516516 

They are only being a shit to themselves, at some point they will learn this.

If you are at war, who are you at war with, there is only you expressing yourself
through countless forms.

The universe exists in the mind of the ALL. some would call this the matrix.

However one must understand how the matrix came into being, as it is the source
of all manifest life. And of course the question of why. Imagine yourself as that
source, absent anything else, complete nothingness and ask yourself why you
would create the matrix and where would it have its existence.

Last Edited by talkstory on 08/12/2014 11:13 AM

talkstory

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16516516

 Canada
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

I would add that no one or thing has any power in your space that you
don't give them. From the physical to highest spiritual plane. So if you are
being bothered why are you allowing it. You still believe that there are
being on levels with more power in your space than you? Then you have a
problem. And your return to this level of existence is guaranteed. Your are
a sovereign being, own it.

 Quoting: talkstory 

Difficult if one is not fully lucid.

Tampa Heather

User ID: 57192133
 United States

08/12/2014 11:10 AM
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Karma pin gone already?
 Quoting: Tampa Heather 

Wow hasn't been an hour
 Quoting: ScoutsOUT 

I was wrong...

It happens :)

Can't fix stupid & lazy

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 56144605

 United States
08/12/2014 11:11 AM
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

They are at once hyperdimensional celestial entities
with great power and physical humans with great
wealth and status eager to preserve that power.
Make of this what you will: they are both one and the
same.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

do they have a name or title ???

what are they called ???
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61529632 

There is only so much I can say.

Their name changes based on their hierarchy in the power
structure. But the function of the person or facility of surveillance is
to serve the groups of greater power. At the top of what we believe
to be the power structure there is a higher invisible structure. 

This group has a name which nobody knows.
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 
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I called "it" the HORUS CHORUS.
 Quoting: Jesse Smith 16516516 

they are also cheerleaders for paganism
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 56144605

 United States
08/12/2014 11:12 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Sometimes it is not as simple as you make out - there was a very
deep and invasive attack yesterday - some have fallen - the war is
more cruel than many can imagine. It takes time to recover from
each assault and sometimes all we can do is ask for others to be
there when we reach out in whatever small way we do and to
return the same when we can.

 Quoting: redhouserebel 

It was VERY bad yesterday.

I think the shooting in St. Louis involving the unarmed teen is a huge
example of the type of technology "they" have.

I bet that cop is SWEARING up and down he saw that kid with a gun.

Then the CITY ITSELF riots. We say it is in their cultures heritage. I think
they're being manipulated with electronic weapons, and then the group
mindset kicks in.

Terrible stuff.

I bet when this is over, 10 - 20 years from now, they will tell about all the
atrocities committed during this time.

 Quoting: ScoutsOUT 

they also stack the deck
by importing "rioters"
who are prepped to be violent

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 60384676

 Germany
08/12/2014 11:13 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Slow and steady wins the race... do not be fooled by the eye in the sky.

Your body serves a function that is beyond a simple vehicle of flesh.

The harvest may just be around the corner... but only for those who allow their
will to sink into the global consciousness, which will dictate your life and fate, as
an ocean beyond your control,

and only those who die against their own will may keep their souls, for resistance
is what was given birth to from the womb.

Is your ship made solid by the roots of your being, or are you heading straight into
the maelström?

If the scales tip in the favor of returning to the womb, then all resistance ends
and the harvest will commence.

Simply speaking... being born from the womb and returning to it is the path of
least resistance... it is death. 

And... may i say, even though each death makes way for a new life... 

"A new day will dawn... for those who stand long"

To truly take a piece of heaven, to distill it, condense it and mold it into a
physically solid form is what the architect STANDS for.

DOG GOD

talkstory
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

I would add that no one or thing has any power in your space that
you don't give them. From the physical to highest spiritual plane. So
if you are being bothered why are you allowing it. You still believe
that there are being on levels with more power in your space than
you? Then you have a problem. And your return to this level of
existence is guaranteed. Your are a sovereign being, own it.
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 Quoting: talkstory 

Difficult if one is not fully lucid.
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16516516 

It is what is required, and the universe is always showing you what you need to
change by way of what you create in your life. Its all based on programming. You
were born into a world where everything lives by consuming something else. 

But looking behind the veil, one sees the illusion, it that its all just energy, and
you qualify and quantify that energy.

talkstory

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 57504723
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Report Abusive Post
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Anyone care to share the gangstalking techniques they think were used
against them?

Electronic harassment? Synchronicity? People seem to be able to read your
thoughts? Being followed?

I'd like to hear about what people have experienced. Maybe someone who
is going through it currently will be able to identify some of the symptoms.

I never heard about it until it happened to me, and it is very disconcerting
to see the amount of resources put into something like this. Especially on a
large scale.

 Quoting: ScoutsOUT 

So, I post this pic on Facebook on Sunday, then proceed to watch Dead Poets
Society on Monday, but just before I do... I find out about Mr. Williams. 
[link to facebook.com (secure)]
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

what is the difference between

do unto others as you would have them do unto you.

and

do what thy will but harm no one.

Both quotes from paganism.

Last Edited by talkstory on 08/12/2014 11:22 AM
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User ID: 59881053

 United States
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Those of you who are active members of the secret war are already aware
of it. You've had no choice but to recognize your part in it. You may
wonder why you have been targeted, and what you should do. 

They are afraid of awareness, awareness is infectious and very powerful.
Those of you who fully possess your spirit and mind have the ability to
throw a wrench in the social machine. They don't want you to know about
your power. They would rather that you be afraid like everybody else. They
will ambush, sabotage, assault, and confuse you until you no longer
present a threat, or you are advanced enough to bypass their mental
barrage. If you reach the level where you can no longer be controlled by
fear, they will merely censor you entirely so you do not disrupt the power
structure.

Whether you know it or not, we are at war. This isn't a war that is spoken
of, it concerns the human race, rather then respective countries or
nations. As some of you know, it is a war of perception and information. As
others of you know, it is a spiritual war, taking place on higher dimensions
and reflected in physical form in global affairs, the media, and even the
internet. 

In essence, this is a war of control, and it is everywhere. The ultimate
power is to take control of perception and eventually the mind and spirit.
By controlling the media, TPTB can directly influence the ideas, hopes,
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dreams, and fears of the public. This control is not limited to mainstream
media. It is at full scale even in the places you Might Least Expect. 

Trust nobody, and do not be fooled by public opinion. Let nobody dictate
to you your reality. Not teachers, preachers, scripture, politicians. Train
the only weapon that will be effective - the spirit and mind. 

If you have been targeted by this game, remember that you are not alone,
even if it sometimes seems as if you are.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61499826 

For we wrestle not against flesh and blood...
Jesse Smith
User ID: 16516516
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08/12/2014 11:24 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

As long as you are preceiving it as a war with good and evil
sides, you are still playing the game and caught up in the
illusion.

It is just the process of spirits descent in matter and its
return, the process of becoming. Take the next step

 Quoting: talkstory 

Indeed. It is about attaining personal "lucidity". Good versus evil is
just another illusion. That, however, does not give anyone the right
to be a "shit".

 Quoting: Jesse Smith 16516516 

They are only being a shit to themselves, at some point they will learn this.

If you are at war, who are you at war with, there is only you expressing
yourself through countless forms.

The universe exists in the mind of the ALL. some would call this the matrix.

However one much understand how the matrix came into being, as it is the
source of all manifest life. And of course the question of why. Imagine
yourself as that source, absent anything else, complete nothingness and
ask yourself why you would create the matrix and where would it have its
existence.

 Quoting: talkstory 

On the LIMBUS (the zone of 3D time/space) between the NUMEN and the LUMEN.

Each of us is a spark of the Source. Those who evolve, ie become fully lucid,
become associates of the Source. The spark of those who fail to become fully
lucid is assimilated into the light of the LUMEN. It's a process to hone lucidity and
thereby create companions of near equal status. There are numinous and luminous
experiences. The numinous are more subtle than the luminous which are designed
to deceive, lure and entrap in order to fuel the luminous light.

tandym

User ID: 1667343
 United States

08/12/2014 11:24 AM

Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Op 
you said targeted

targeted by whom ???
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61529632 

I'm still waitin for an answer

and don't post a video

just answer by typing

WHOM is targeting ???
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61529632 

They are at once hyperdimensional celestial entities with great power and
physical humans with great wealth and status eager to preserve that
power. Make of this what you will: they are both one and the same.
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power. Make of this what you will: they are both one and the same.
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

bump

Kezar Stanyan
New Kid on the Chopping Block

User ID: 59854026
08/12/2014 11:27 AM

Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

I'm too new to this.

I thought you were all going to talk about the MMO.
 Quoting: Kezar Stanyan 

MMO = ?
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16516516 

It is a game called The Secret World, more accurate then you might dare
to believe, based on conspiracy theories and occultism. If you want a small
taste, this little clip below is quite intriguing. The war is reflected in many
spheres.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61532352 

Thanks :p
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

As long as you are preceiving it as a war with good
and evil sides, you are still playing the game and
caught up in the illusion.

It is just the process of spirits descent in matter and
its return, the process of becoming. Take the next
step

 Quoting: talkstory 

Indeed. It is about attaining personal "lucidity". Good versus
evil is just another illusion. That, however, does not give
anyone the right to be a "shit".

 Quoting: Jesse Smith 16516516 

They are only being a shit to themselves, at some point they will
learn this.

If you are at war, who are you at war with, there is only you
expressing yourself through countless forms.

The universe exists in the mind of the ALL. some would call this the
matrix.

However one much understand how the matrix came into being, as
it is the source of all manifest life. And of course the question of
why. Imagine yourself as that source, absent anything else,
complete nothingness and ask yourself why you would create the
matrix and where would it have its existence.

 Quoting: talkstory 

On the LIMBUS (the zone of 3D time/space) between the NUMEN and the
LUMEN.

Each of us is a spark of the Source. Those who evolve, ie become fully
lucid, become associates of the Source. The spark of those who fail to
become fully lucid is assimilated into the light of the LUMEN. It's a process
to hone lucidity and thereby create companions of near equal status.
There are numinous and luminous experiences. The numinous are more
subtle than the luminous which are designed to deceive, lure and entrap in
order to fuel the luminous light.

 Quoting: Jesse Smith 16516516 

Interesting way of expressing the principle of polarity, and beginnings of creative
expression. Now on to question of why.
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Anonymous Coward
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 United States
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Some people here do not understand what the OP was referring to.

It is about being a TARGETED INDIVIDUAL.

There are many useful and many bogus sites on the web discussing this demonic
activity.

If you know nothing about this activity you should do your homework before
posting comments.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 24301920

 United States
08/12/2014 11:35 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Pray to Jesus?
You might as well pray to Pikachu.
You better go reread that bible or you will NEVER survive.
That is IF you are really a TI.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61044771

 United States
08/12/2014 11:35 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Some that are involved will try and hijack this thread.

You will answer to the Creator of everything for your actions.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19876247

 United States
08/12/2014 11:36 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

what is the source of fear, ignorance, as to your true nature.
 Quoting: talkstory 

And as to our true nature - it has been purposely hidden from us.

Some of us know there is much we do not know and keep seeking......battling and
conquering the fear over and over......I believe that just KNOWING WITHOUT
DOUBT what our true nature is will spread from one to another until the collective
unconscience will outbalance the lies....

Do you have any help to follow this path....to give some support....some source or
sense of certainty.....

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61044771

 United States
08/12/2014 11:37 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Pray to Jesus?
You might as well pray to Pikachu.
You better go reread that bible or you will NEVER survive.
That is IF you are really a TI.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 24301920 

It is not about survival. I am NOT afraid of death.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61532352

 Spain
08/12/2014 11:40 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

what is the source of fear, ignorance, as to your true nature.
 Quoting: talkstory 

And as to our true nature - it has been purposely hidden from us.

Some of us know there is much we do not know and keep
seeking......battling and conquering the fear over and over......I believe
that just KNOWING WITHOUT DOUBT what our true nature is will spread
from one to another until the collective unconscience will outbalance the
lies....

Do you have any help to follow this path....to give some support....some
source or sense of certainty.....

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 19876247 

When you are doing the right thing, it will be confirmed for you. Learn to trust and
cultivate intuition, to be a part of your environment. You will learn to see the way
forward. Do not be afraid to speak or act. Everybody's golden wavelength is a
little different and often it's hard to stay tuned into it for as long as you might like
but keep playing with the frequencies until you get there.
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Anonymous Coward
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 Canada
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Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

what is the difference between

do unto others as you would have them do unto you.

and

do what thy will but harm no one.

Both quotes from paganism.
 Quoting: talkstory 

There's a difference actually. 

If you're a masochist, or have perverse or destructive values,then doing unto
others as you would have them do unto you, would indeed be harming others,
animals and this planet. Whoever coined that phrase, which I have often used as
a guideline, was not thinking of the pathological. 

The second also depends on one's understanding of the concept of harm but it is
a major improvement on "do as thou wilt is the rule of the law". That does not
take into consideration the impact on others etc.

We must not engage in anything which will impede a person's journey towards
lucidity. We must never be leaders because leaders have followers, and followers
cling to isms and rules (like fundamental religion) rather than to seek the answers
themselves.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19876247

 United States
08/12/2014 11:44 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

They are only being a shit to themselves, at some point they will learn this.

If you are at war, who are you at war with, there is only you expressing yourself
through countless forms.

The universe exists in the mind of the ALL. some would call this the matrix.

However one much understand how the matrix came into being, as it is the source
of all manifest life. And of course the question of why. Imagine yourself as that
source, absent anything else, complete nothingness and ask yourself why you
would create the matrix and where would it have its existence.

Personally I would create out of curiosity and to entertain myself.

Maybe that is why my world is not particularly violent and I seem protected from
its manisfestations.

I do not find violence interesting.

My dreams are full of other worlds.

Pattern Recognition

User ID: 51824968
08/12/2014 11:45 AM

Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

They are at once hyperdimensional celestial entities with
great power and physical humans with great wealth and
status eager to preserve that power. Make of this what you
will: they are both one and the same.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

do they have a name or title ???

what are they called ???
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61529632 

There is only so much I can say.

Their name changes based on their hierarchy in the power structure. But
the function of the person or facility of surveillance is to serve the groups
of greater power. At the top of what we believe to be the power structure
there is a higher invisible structure. 
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This group has a name which nobody knows.
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

Power 300?
Or the ones beyond the pyramid? Not that it's really a pyramid anymore, as the
Power 300 had removed it, I guess.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19876247

 United States
08/12/2014 11:48 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

what is the source of fear, ignorance, as to your true nature.
 Quoting: talkstory 

And as to our true nature - it has been purposely hidden from us.

Some of us know there is much we do not know and keep
seeking......battling and conquering the fear over and over......I
believe that just KNOWING WITHOUT DOUBT what our true nature is
will spread from one to another until the collective unconscience will
outbalance the lies....

Do you have any help to follow this path....to give some
support....some source or sense of certainty.....

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 19876247 

When you are doing the right thing, it will be confirmed for you. Learn to
trust and cultivate intuition, to be a part of your environment. You will
learn to see the way forward. Do not be afraid to speak or act.
Everybody's golden wavelength is a little different and often it's hard to
stay tuned into it for as long as you might like but keep playing with the
frequencies until you get there.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61532352 

Perfect answer! Frequency is everything is the lesson I am working on this year.

Apologies to TALKSTORY as my text in previous reply above did not indicate it was
quoting him as I intended and it was not editable.

ScoutsOUT

User ID: 26434285
 United States

08/12/2014 11:50 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Anyone care to share the gangstalking techniques they think were
used against them?

Electronic harassment? Synchronicity? People seem to be able to
read your thoughts? Being followed?

I'd like to hear about what people have experienced. Maybe
someone who is going through it currently will be able to identify
some of the symptoms.

I never heard about it until it happened to me, and it is very
disconcerting to see the amount of resources put into something
like this. Especially on a large scale.

 Quoting: ScoutsOUT 

So, I post this pic on Facebook on Sunday, then proceed to watch Dead
Poets Society on Monday, but just before I do... I find out about Mr.
Williams. 
[link to facebook.com (secure)] 

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 57504723 

A comment from the page:
"Williams was supposedly 23032 days old. Numerical palindrome....

Headline... US wages down 23% since 2008

The economic suicide of our country?

Theres no room in heaven for suicide, dude was told that already in What Dreams
May Come. I think dude was suicided. 

In numerology... he was 63, 6+3=9, 9 is the number of completion, just like the
"27" club..."
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I'm not numerology nut, but I do see "trends" with numerology. Just because "I"
don't believe in it, doesn't mean that "others" don't.

I read recently on another thread that the numbers "322" are symbolic of the
illuminati...

Be polite, be professional, be prepared to kill everyone you meet. - General James Mattis

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61532352

 Spain
08/12/2014 11:52 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Anyone care to share the gangstalking techniques they think
were used against them?

Electronic harassment? Synchronicity? People seem to be
able to read your thoughts? Being followed?

I'd like to hear about what people have experienced. Maybe
someone who is going through it currently will be able to
identify some of the symptoms.

I never heard about it until it happened to me, and it is very
disconcerting to see the amount of resources put into
something like this. Especially on a large scale.

 Quoting: ScoutsOUT 

So, I post this pic on Facebook on Sunday, then proceed to watch
Dead Poets Society on Monday, but just before I do... I find out
about Mr. Williams. 
[link to facebook.com (secure)] 

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 57504723 

A comment from the page:
"Williams was supposedly 23032 days old. Numerical palindrome....

Headline... US wages down 23% since 2008

The economic suicide of our country?

Theres no room in heaven for suicide, dude was told that already in What
Dreams May Come. I think dude was suicided. 

In numerology... he was 63, 6+3=9, 9 is the number of completion, just like
the "27" club..."

I'm not numerology nut, but I do see "trends" with numerology. Just
because "I" don't believe in it, doesn't mean that "others" don't.

I read recently on another thread that the numbers "322" are symbolic of
the illuminati...

 Quoting: ScoutsOUT 

The study of numbers is by no means a bad idea
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 53879644

 United States
08/12/2014 11:52 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Learn to distinguish between malevolent and benevolent synchronicity. 
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61499826 

How can one tell the difference? How does one learn discernment of
synchronicity? Is there anything specific to look for or ways to test it?

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12284324

 United States
08/12/2014 11:52 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Sometimes it is not as simple as you make out - there was a very deep and
invasive attack yesterday - some have fallen - the war is more cruel than
many can imagine. It takes time to recover from each assault and
sometimes all we can do is ask for others to be there when we reach out in
whatever small way we do and to return the same when we can.

 Quoting: redhouserebel 

What are the symptoms of this attack? Because ive really been struggling lately...
Jesse Smith
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Jesse Smith
User ID: 16516516

 Canada
08/12/2014 11:54 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Some people here do not understand what the OP was referring to.

It is about being a TARGETED INDIVIDUAL.

There are many useful and many bogus sites on the web discussing this
demonic activity.

If you know nothing about this activity you should do your homework
before posting comments.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61044771 

I fully understand that the OP is a TI. Nor am I trying to hijack this thread or
divert it into something else. But targetting is part of a much larger phenomenon.
It links to so many things, or at least it did in my case, which I described in LIFE
ON THE LIMBUS. (Hollywood, celebrity, military and intelligence agencies,
terrorism, Illuminati, pedophilia,electronic harassment, surveillance)

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 20765082

 United States
08/12/2014 11:54 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

strait is the gate, and narrow is the way

ScoutsOUT

User ID: 26434285
 United States

08/12/2014 11:56 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Some people here do not understand what the OP was referring to.

It is about being a TARGETED INDIVIDUAL.

There are many useful and many bogus sites on the web discussing this
demonic activity.

If you know nothing about this activity you should do your homework
before posting comments.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61044771 

I think that since the NSA's servers went online in Nevada, we have ALL been
"targeted individuals."

They can develop algorithms that are SPECIFIC to each person, or at least similar.

You believe in Jesus? He's coming, and you better believe it.

Government after you? Poof, there it is.

Need examples of "why" we need gun control? Lets just target some "mentally ill"
people and make them "go crazy." Don't forget to suicide them at the end!

EVERYTHING is being thrown at us at this point, because they know the game is
nearing the end...

Be polite, be professional, be prepared to kill everyone you meet. - General James Mattis

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16516516

 Canada
08/12/2014 11:56 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Learn to distinguish between malevolent and benevolent
synchronicity. 

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61499826 

How can one tell the difference? How does one learn discernment of
synchronicity? Is there anything specific to look for or ways to test it?

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 53879644 
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I have to go now, but I'll try to get back with some personal examples. It's a
matter of subtlety.

ScoutsOUT

User ID: 26434285
 United States

08/12/2014 11:57 AM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Some people here do not understand what the OP was referring to.

It is about being a TARGETED INDIVIDUAL.

There are many useful and many bogus sites on the web discussing
this demonic activity.

If you know nothing about this activity you should do your
homework before posting comments.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61044771 

I think that since the NSA's servers went online in Nevada, we have ALL
been "targeted individuals."

They can develop algorithms that are SPECIFIC to each person, or at least
similar.

You believe in Jesus? He's coming, and you better believe it.

Government after you? Poof, there it is.

Need examples of "why" we need gun control? Lets just target some
"mentally ill" people and make them "go crazy." Don't forget to suicide them
at the end!

EVERYTHING is being thrown at us at this point, because they know the
game is nearing the end...

 Quoting: ScoutsOUT 

Hence why Snowden RAN to Russia when he discovered evidence of the atrocities
being done not just here but around the world.

It wasn't just online spying. It's spying AND manipulation of the worst kind!

Be polite, be professional, be prepared to kill everyone you meet. - General James Mattis

Tampa Heather

User ID: 57192133
 United States

08/12/2014 11:59 AM

Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

what is the source of fear, ignorance, as to your true nature.
 Quoting: talkstory 

And as to our true nature - it has been purposely hidden from us.

Some of us know there is much we do not know and keep
seeking......battling and conquering the fear over and over......I
believe that just KNOWING WITHOUT DOUBT what our true nature is
will spread from one to another until the collective unconscience will
outbalance the lies....

Do you have any help to follow this path....to give some
support....some source or sense of certainty.....

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 19876247 

When you are doing the right thing, it will be confirmed for you. Learn to
trust and cultivate intuition, to be a part of your environment. You will
learn to see the way forward. Do not be afraid to speak or act.
Everybody's golden wavelength is a little different and often it's hard to
stay tuned into it for as long as you might like but keep playing with the
frequencies until you get there.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61532352 

I fought this for so long...until finally I dropped to my knees and promised myself I
would trust my intuition from that moment on...

The universe will provide you with confirmation or another lesson/heart ache etc...

Very amazing once you start to develop this inside yourself...you will be rewarded
for doing the small things that help others and for being selfless in your actions,
not because of obligation or fear...but because you WANT to help out...sometimes
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it is just a smile :)

IMO, some people get too hung up on one thing and fall down the rabbit hole...like
the number synchs...

Last Edited by Tampa Heather on 08/12/2014 12:03 PM

Can't fix stupid & lazy

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61532352

 Spain
08/12/2014 12:00 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Learn to distinguish between malevolent and benevolent
synchronicity. 

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61499826 

How can one tell the difference? How does one learn discernment of
synchronicity? Is there anything specific to look for or ways to test it?

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 53879644 

Some synchronicity is very frightening and if given too much free rein can provoke
paranoia. Some synchronicity appears very specifically in response to the higher
self. The meaning of synchronicity is actually defined as 'meaningful coincidence'.
Ask yourself, what is it that this means to you? How does it affect you? What
does it tell you? 

There is an almost geometrical pattern that correlates unconsciously to
manifesting synchronicities. They tend to have periods of time where they crop up
innumerable times in a day. That day will tend to have a general impression when
the synchronicities are accounted for holistically. The message given by the
overall pattern will be far more telling then individual thin slices. 

After a time you will feel the ping that accompanies these experiences and
understand the source. Trial and error is a dangerous game, but being perceptive
will make the patterns show sooner. 

What is synchronicity? The activity of the conscious observer shaping the material
world, the activity of consciousness as filtered through the individual
consciousness.

talkstory

User ID: 61516963
 Thailand

08/12/2014 12:01 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

what is the source of fear, ignorance, as to your true nature.
 Quoting: talkstory 

And as to our true nature - it has been purposely hidden from us.

Some of us know there is much we do not know and keep
seeking......battling and conquering the fear over and over......I believe
that just KNOWING WITHOUT DOUBT what our true nature is will spread
from one to another until the collective unconscience will outbalance the
lies....

Do you have any help to follow this path....to give some support....some
source or sense of certainty.....

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 19876247 

Absolutely, when a clear connection and understanding of what and who we really
are is experienced, not intellectualized, one attains a level of certainty. Most
would Identify when speaking of themselves as mind, body, emotions, but in
reality these are but vehicle we use to express through. Just as when getting in
your car no one thinks they are their car, for that would be absurd, as it is just a
vehicle we are using for a particular purpose. It is so true of our bodies, it is but a
vehicle for the expression of indwelling spirit, some might call it the christ
presence. so in a sense their is but one road to salvation through christ or the
indwelling spirit. this is the beginning of understanding which latter will manifest
itself as experience. Ones denying this presence are in fact denying spirit, the
christ, the unforgivable sin supposedly. All things will be forgiven but this one
thing. When certain pagan writing are properly understood. 

If you want to experience this presence, it is quite simple. Become the watcher,
the neutral observer of your thoughts and feeling. What happens when you watch
your thoughts, who is watching, witnessing. From this point begin to examine your
thoughts and feeling finding their source, for the most part social, religious,
national and parental programming and decisions you have made about life, which
are for the most part lies. Lies about life and who you are and what you must act
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like etc. Awareness of these which most take to be the truth and thus go
unexamined are the cause of separation between body and spirits expression.
There exist a whole unseen world of communication between a child and those
around him and until one understands how this effects the ego's ability and
willingness to allow spirit to manifest through this form little progress will be made
in freeing one of the illusions of the world and allowing the christ to manifest
through the mind body. The mind is the gate keeper so to speak and it has been
trained to deny spirits expression through fear and pain early on in life.

talkstory

ScoutsOUT

User ID: 26434285
 United States

08/12/2014 12:02 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Some people here do not understand what the OP was referring to.

It is about being a TARGETED INDIVIDUAL.

There are many useful and many bogus sites on the web discussing
this demonic activity.

If you know nothing about this activity you should do your
homework before posting comments.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61044771 

I fully understand that the OP is a TI. Nor am I trying to hijack this thread
or divert it into something else. But targetting is part of a much larger
phenomenon. It links to so many things, or at least it did in my case, which
I described in LIFE ON THE LIMBUS. (Hollywood, celebrity, military and
intelligence agencies, terrorism, Illuminati, pedophilia,electronic harassment,
surveillance)

 Quoting: Jesse Smith 16516516 

Ahh yes. When you are targeted, another "symptom" that seems to happen is that
you can "brainstorm" things WAY better than before.

It's like being hooked up to the internet and your thoughts are google. I find when
"it feels" like I'm being targeted, my brainstorming abilities are phenomenal! 

It's just another method of confirming "what people believe." If you are thinking
about the next coming of Jesus, your thinking abilities are enhanced by the
targeting. Everything "confirms" the coming of Jesus.

When you use that confirmation ability, you can brainstorm some very serious
scenarios...

Unfortunately, I think it's weaponry being used against us, and it all comes down
to MONEY! What do I know though? I question almost everything at this point...

Be polite, be professional, be prepared to kill everyone you meet. - General James Mattis

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 57504723

 United States
08/12/2014 12:05 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Anyone care to share the gangstalking techniques
they think were used against them?

Electronic harassment? Synchronicity? People seem to
be able to read your thoughts? Being followed?

I'd like to hear about what people have experienced.
Maybe someone who is going through it currently will
be able to identify some of the symptoms.

I never heard about it until it happened to me, and it
is very disconcerting to see the amount of resources
put into something like this. Especially on a large
scale.

 Quoting: ScoutsOUT 

So, I post this pic on Facebook on Sunday, then proceed to
watch Dead Poets Society on Monday, but just before I do...
I find out about Mr. Williams. 
[link to facebook.com (secure)] 

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 57504723 
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A comment from the page:
"Williams was supposedly 23032 days old. Numerical palindrome....

Headline... US wages down 23% since 2008

The economic suicide of our country?

Theres no room in heaven for suicide, dude was told that already in
What Dreams May Come. I think dude was suicided. 

In numerology... he was 63, 6+3=9, 9 is the number of completion,
just like the "27" club..."

I'm not numerology nut, but I do see "trends" with numerology. Just
because "I" don't believe in it, doesn't mean that "others" don't.

I read recently on another thread that the numbers "322" are
symbolic of the illuminati...

 Quoting: ScoutsOUT 

The study of numbers is by no means a bad idea
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61532352 

This video I Found on GLP blew me away once I started wrapping my mind around
it. 
[link to www.youtube.com] 

322... The most obvious one, thanks

Tampa Heather

User ID: 57192133
 United States

08/12/2014 12:07 PM

Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

You did a good thing here OP...

Just wanted you to know...

<<HUGS>>

Can't fix stupid & lazy

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61538624

 Lithuania
08/12/2014 12:07 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Op speaking. Fourth connection.

NewEarth 5D
User ID: 61456822
08/12/2014 12:08 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

This doesn't exist in better extraterrestrials societies out there!

That's my salvation! 

FUCK THIS SHIT.

Pure human trash.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61538624

 Lithuania
08/12/2014 12:09 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

You did a good thing here OP...

Just wanted you to know...

<<HUGS>>
 Quoting: Tampa Heather 

Thank you for reading, I am very happy I have helped.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12284324

 United States

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are
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Report Copyright Violation what is the source of fear, ignorance, as to your true nature.

 Quoting: talkstory 

And as to our true nature - it has been purposely hidden from us.

Some of us know there is much we do not know and keep
seeking......battling and conquering the fear over and over......I
believe that just KNOWING WITHOUT DOUBT what our true nature is
will spread from one to another until the collective unconscience will
outbalance the lies....

Do you have any help to follow this path....to give some
support....some source or sense of certainty.....

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 19876247 

Absolutely, when a clear connection and understanding of what and who
we really are is experienced, not intellectualized, one attains a level of
certainty. Most would Identify when speaking of themselves as mind, body,
emotions, but in reality these are but vehicle we use to express through.
Just as when getting in your car no one thinks they are their car, for that
would be absurd, as it is just a vehicle we are using for a particular
purpose. It is so true of our bodies, it is but a vehicle for the expression of
indwelling spirit, some might call it the christ presence. so in a sense their
is but one road to salvation through christ or the indwelling spirit. this is
the beginning of understanding which latter will manifest itself as
experience. Ones denying this presence are in fact denying spirit, the
christ, the unforgivable sin supposedly. All things will be forgiven but this
one thing. When certain pagan writing are properly understood. 

If you want to experience this presence, it is quite simple. Become the
watcher, the neutral observer of your thoughts and feeling. What happens
when you watch your thoughts, who is watching, witnessing. From this
point begin to examine your thoughts and feeling finding their source, for
the most part social, religious, national and parental programming and
decisions you have made about life, which are for the most part lies. Lies
about life and who you are and what you must act like etc. Awareness of
these which most take to be the truth and thus go unexamined are the
cause of separation between body and spirits expression. There exist a
whole unseen world of communication between a child and those around
him and until one understands how this effects the ego's ability and
willingness to allow spirit to manifest through this form little progress will be
made in freeing one of the illusions of the world and allowing the christ to
manifest through the mind body. The mind is the gate keeper so to speak
and it has been trained to deny spirits expression through fear and pain
early on in life.

 Quoting: talkstory 

Awesome post! Ive read through it 3 times now. Why are we here, then? What
are we really? And when you know that, then what?
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Some people here do not understand what the OP was
referring to.

It is about being a TARGETED INDIVIDUAL.

There are many useful and many bogus sites on the web
discussing this demonic activity.

If you know nothing about this activity you should do your
homework before posting comments.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61044771 

I fully understand that the OP is a TI. Nor am I trying to hijack this
thread or divert it into something else. But targetting is part of a
much larger phenomenon. It links to so many things, or at least it
did in my case, which I described in LIFE ON THE LIMBUS.
(Hollywood, celebrity, military and intelligence agencies, terrorism,
Illuminati, pedophilia,electronic harassment, surveillance)

 Quoting: Jesse Smith 16516516 

Ahh yes. When you are targeted, another "symptom" that seems to
happen is that you can "brainstorm" things WAY better than before.

It's like being hooked up to the internet and your thoughts are
google. I find when "it feels" like I'm being targeted, my
brainstorming abilities are phenomenal! 

It's just another method of confirming "what people believe." If you
are thinking about the next coming of Jesus, your thinking abilities
are enhanced by the targeting. Everything "confirms" the coming of
Jesus.

When you use that confirmation ability, you can brainstorm some
very serious scenarios...

Unfortunately, I think it's weaponry being used against us, and it all
comes down to MONEY! What do I know though? I question almost
everything at this point...

 Quoting: ScoutsOUT 

^^

And I will confirm part in italics.

I was easily able to 'control' it, if you will, as soon as I feel the 'ping' I transmute
it into love...meaning I start thinking AND VISUALIZING something that makes me
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happy, such swimming in the ocean or volunteering at the VA, seeing someone
smile at their baby...stuff like that...it will make you stronger AND you have all this
new found knowledge (not wisdom)...

I must say, I am very impressed by this thread and it's posters...feels freaking
nice!!!

Can't fix stupid & lazy

--Voltaic--
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

The people at the top, the ones average people know nothing of....they are
shuffling.

Things are changing, faster everyday.

A hidden power struggle between rival families, the elite.

The greatest theft of mankind, the throne and all it's wealth. No, it was the
hearts of the people they ruled over who lost the most. They are the ones who
have the most to gain, soon, very soon.

Do your absolute best and the rest is fate.
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

They are only being a shit to themselves, at some point they will learn this.

If you are at war, who are you at war with, there is only you expressing
yourself through countless forms.

The universe exists in the mind of the ALL. some would call this the matrix.

However one much understand how the matrix came into being, as it is the
source of all manifest life. And of course the question of why. Imagine
yourself as that source, absent anything else, complete nothingness and
ask yourself why you would create the matrix and where would it have its
existence.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 19876247 

Personally I would create out of curiosity and to entertain myself.

Maybe that is why my world is not particularly violent and I seem protected from
its manisfestations.

I do not find violence interesting.

My dreams are full of other worlds.

Yes, very similar to what most come up with. I like to roll it into a nice one liner
"to experience something other then self." Since there is nothing from which to
create from as nothing exists. It would have to exist in your mind, imagination,
hence the matrix. But in order to experience something other than self in the
matrix, one must play a game, create a veil, the veil of forgetfulness, forgetting
that you are the consciousness behind all form and creation. Creating a separation
or fracturing of self into many parts. This of course leads to pain in the fractured
parts. We can see everyday what this lack of consciousness creates in our world.
but it is the pain that give the impetus for return, through avoidance of pain one
seeks out the path back to oneness, unity, cosmic awareness, christ
consciousness and on and on.

talkstory
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

The people at the top, the ones average people know nothing of....they
are shuffling.

Things are changing, faster everyday.

A hidden power struggle between rival families, the elite.

The greatest theft of mankind, the throne and all it's wealth. No, it was
the hearts of the people they ruled over who lost the most. They are the
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ones who have the most to gain, soon, very soon.
 Quoting: --Voltaic-- 

The elites have been in power since the last golden age. and if you would like I
will explain briefly how the secret societies of today once represented the highest
of mans Ideas and a true expression of christ consciousness. Let me know. It is
really quite amazing that something so wonderful degenerated into what we have
today.

talkstory

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 59440531

 United States
08/12/2014 12:17 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

The people at the top, the ones average people know nothing of....they
are shuffling.

Things are changing, faster everyday.

A hidden power struggle between rival families, the elite.

The greatest theft of mankind, the throne and all it's wealth. No, it was
the hearts of the people they ruled over who lost the most. They are the
ones who have the most to gain, soon, very soon.

 Quoting: --Voltaic-- 

When dude? Blogging just ain't cutting it anymore
redhouserebel

User ID: 61535564
 United Kingdom

08/12/2014 12:23 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Sometimes it is not as simple as you make out - there was a very
deep and invasive attack yesterday - some have fallen - the war is
more cruel than many can imagine. It takes time to recover from
each assault and sometimes all we can do is ask for others to be
there when we reach out in whatever small way we do and to
return the same when we can.

 Quoting: redhouserebel 

What are the symptoms of this attack? Because ive really been struggling
lately...

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12284324 

There may be some subliminal subconscious build-up preceding then it is heavy
duty depression - hopelessness - total - loss - devoidness - suicide driven - don't
know if chemically induced or wavelength frequency assault - if you had a gun
you would get on your knees and calmly blow your brains out.

It switches on - if you fight it - or deal with it in whatever way you can - it
switches off - but the remnant of the thing remains - the emotional resultant of
the force of the attack.

redhouserebel

User ID: 61535564
 United Kingdom

08/12/2014 12:24 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Sometimes it is not as simple as you make out - there was a
very deep and invasive attack yesterday - some have fallen
- the war is more cruel than many can imagine. It takes time
to recover from each assault and sometimes all we can do is
ask for others to be there when we reach out in whatever
small way we do and to return the same when we can.

 Quoting: redhouserebel 

What are the symptoms of this attack? Because ive really been
struggling lately...

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12284324 

There may be some subliminal subconscious build-up preceding then it is
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heavy duty depression - hopelessness - total - loss - devoidness - suicide
driven - don't know if chemically induced or wavelength frequency assault
- if you had a gun you would get on your knees and calmly blow your
brains out.

It switches on - if you fight it - or deal with it in whatever way you can -
it switches off - but the remnant of the thing remains - the emotional
resultant of the force of the attack.

 Quoting: redhouserebel 

coming out of it - its like thumbscrews on your brain. surviving leaves you
emotionally shattered - can't explain it all.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12284324

 United States
08/12/2014 12:24 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Sometimes it is not as simple as you make out - there was a
very deep and invasive attack yesterday - some have fallen
- the war is more cruel than many can imagine. It takes time
to recover from each assault and sometimes all we can do is
ask for others to be there when we reach out in whatever
small way we do and to return the same when we can.

 Quoting: redhouserebel 

What are the symptoms of this attack? Because ive really been
struggling lately...

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12284324 

There may be some subliminal subconscious build-up preceding then it is
heavy duty depression - hopelessness - total - loss - devoidness - suicide
driven - don't know if chemically induced or wavelength frequency assault
- if you had a gun you would get on your knees and calmly blow your
brains out.

It switches on - if you fight it - or deal with it in whatever way you can -
it switches off - but the remnant of the thing remains - the emotional
resultant of the force of the attack.

 Quoting: redhouserebel 

Im shocked. This is EXACTLY what been happening. I mean, exactly. Why is it
happening??

redhouserebel

User ID: 61535564
 United Kingdom

08/12/2014 12:26 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Sometimes it is not as simple as you make out - there
was a very deep and invasive attack yesterday -
some have fallen - the war is more cruel than many
can imagine. It takes time to recover from each
assault and sometimes all we can do is ask for others
to be there when we reach out in whatever small way
we do and to return the same when we can.

 Quoting: redhouserebel 

What are the symptoms of this attack? Because ive really
been struggling lately...

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12284324 

There may be some subliminal subconscious build-up preceding then
it is heavy duty depression - hopelessness - total - loss -
devoidness - suicide driven - don't know if chemically induced or
wavelength frequency assault - if you had a gun you would get on
your knees and calmly blow your brains out.
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It switches on - if you fight it - or deal with it in whatever way you
can - it switches off - but the remnant of the thing remains - the
emotional resultant of the force of the attack.

 Quoting: redhouserebel 

Im shocked. This is EXACTLY what been happening. I mean, exactly. Why
is it happening??

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12284324 

Can be a number of reasons - to take you out - to filfil an instruction - to test
you - whatever it is - it is inhumane and blah de blah - why do i bother - so many
evil doers.

talkstory

User ID: 61516963
 Thailand

08/12/2014 12:27 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

what is the difference between

do unto others as you would have them do unto you.

and

do what thy will but harm no one.

Both quotes from paganism.
 Quoting: talkstory 

There's a difference actually. 

If you're a masochist, or have perverse or destructive values,then doing
unto others as you would have them do unto you, would indeed be harming
others, animals and this planet. Whoever coined that phrase, which I have
often used as a guideline, was not thinking of the pathological. 

The second also depends on one's understanding of the concept of harm
but it is a major improvement on "do as thou wilt is the rule of the law".
That does not take into consideration the impact on others etc.

We must not engage in anything which will impede a person's journey
towards lucidity. We must never be leaders because leaders have
followers, and followers cling to isms and rules (like fundamental religion)
rather than to seek the answers themselves.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16516516 

A bit nit picky for my tastes, but well said, and really like your last sentence. We
must stop looking outside ourselves and turn within for therein lies our true
foundation and understanding.

talkstory

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4454338

 United States
08/12/2014 12:28 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

The New Jerusalem Calendar

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61085976

 United Kingdom
08/12/2014 12:32 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

...

I became aware of this "game" in April. I thought I
was being gang stalked.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 52275745 

it's called interactive fiction
and is staged by social engineers
you can find out their methods
at a site called tvtropes
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search for "closed circle"
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 56144605 

searched and found these on the top link copyright attributed to
the link...

"The term 'Closed circle' is a mystery term. It refers to a situation
where contact with the outside world has been severed... This is
where the setting is truly allowed to shine. The culprit and other
characters are unable to escape the [closed circle]. At the same
time, there won't be any new characters from the outside."
— Itsuki Koizumi, The Melancholy Of Haruhi Suzumiya

Nah, it's more like an archetype, a versatile tool used to stick your
characters in one spot and force them to deal with the danger. The
heroes can be space cops, vacationers on a beach trip, or FBI
investigators. They can be trapped by a ghost, simple mechanical
troubles, a man in a mask, or an eccentric billionaire. To get out
they might need to solve a mystery, survive a serial killer, repair
their car, or just wait out the rain. Like we said, the variations are
limitless.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61085976 

How would you know if you were one of these "trapped" people?
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12284324 

Most don't.
ScoutsOUT

User ID: 26434285
 United States

08/12/2014 12:33 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Some people here do not understand what the OP
was referring to.

It is about being a TARGETED INDIVIDUAL.

There are many useful and many bogus sites on the
web discussing this demonic activity.

If you know nothing about this activity you should do
your homework before posting comments.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61044771 

I fully understand that the OP is a TI. Nor am I trying to
hijack this thread or divert it into something else. But
targetting is part of a much larger phenomenon. It links to so
many things, or at least it did in my case, which I described
in LIFE ON THE LIMBUS. (Hollywood, celebrity, military and
intelligence agencies, terrorism, Illuminati,
pedophilia,electronic harassment, surveillance)

 Quoting: Jesse Smith 16516516 

Ahh yes. When you are targeted, another "symptom" that
seems to happen is that you can "brainstorm" things WAY
better than before.

It's like being hooked up to the internet and your thoughts are
google. I find when "it feels" like I'm being targeted, my
brainstorming abilities are phenomenal! 

It's just another method of confirming "what people believe."
If you are thinking about the next coming of Jesus, your
thinking abilities are enhanced by the targeting. Everything
"confirms" the coming of Jesus.

When you use that confirmation ability, you can brainstorm
some very serious scenarios...

Unfortunately, I think it's weaponry being used against us, and
it all comes down to MONEY! What do I know though? I
question almost everything at this point...

 Quoting: ScoutsOUT 
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^^

And I will confirm part in italics.

I was easily able to 'control' it, if you will, as soon as I feel the 'ping' I
transmute it into love...meaning I start thinking AND VISUALIZING
something that makes me happy, such swimming in the ocean or
volunteering at the VA, seeing someone smile at their baby...stuff like
that...it will make you stronger AND you have all this new found knowledge
(not wisdom)...

I must say, I am very impressed by this thread and it's posters...feels
freaking nice!!!

 Quoting: Tampa Heather 

Sometimes I'll read some of the messed up things Hitler did in the hopes of making
them compare themselves to him...

Be polite, be professional, be prepared to kill everyone you meet. - General James Mattis

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61530637

 Germany
08/12/2014 12:34 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

truth!

talkstory

User ID: 61516963
 Thailand

08/12/2014 12:37 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Sometimes it is not as simple as you make out - there was a
very deep and invasive attack yesterday - some have fallen
- the war is more cruel than many can imagine. It takes time
to recover from each assault and sometimes all we can do is
ask for others to be there when we reach out in whatever
small way we do and to return the same when we can.

 Quoting: redhouserebel 

What are the symptoms of this attack? Because ive really been
struggling lately...

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12284324 

There may be some subliminal subconscious build-up preceding then it is
heavy duty depression - hopelessness - total - loss - devoidness - suicide
driven - don't know if chemically induced or wavelength frequency assault
- if you had a gun you would get on your knees and calmly blow your
brains out.

It switches on - if you fight it - or deal with it in whatever way you can -
it switches off - but the remnant of the thing remains - the emotional
resultant of the force of the attack.

 Quoting: redhouserebel 

If you understand the nature of emotions and spiritual psychology you can easily,
find the source of your attacks. they come from within you. Just a song can bring
up feeling pleasant or unpleasant, the smallest of things can trigger subconscious
memories, which in turn effect our emotional mental state. It is through self
awareness that one can begin to recognize when this happens, what is being
activated by what and then how to proceed in releasing it. Most of our unpleasant
feelings have memories associated with them that are not pleasant and contain
lies and decisions about ourselves that we either made or bought into. Hence we
repress the memories. Repressing the memories robs of the opportunity to release
the negative lies or decisions. When you embrace the feeling which sits like a cap
over the memories denying access, it allows the memories back into our conscious
awareness, where we can examine them and discover the lies (programming) or
decisions about ourselves and release them. Its a process and takes time. But it
gets easier with time. I know exactly what your going through....

Last Edited by talkstory on 08/12/2014 12:44 PM

talkstory

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 48136458

 United States

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are
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08/12/2014 12:38 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Those of you who are active members of the secret war are already
aware of it. You've had no choice but to recognize your part in it. You may
wonder why you have been targeted, and what you should do. 

They are afraid of awareness, awareness is infectious and very powerful.
Those of you who fully possess your spirit and mind have the ability to
throw a wrench in the social machine. They don't want you to know about
your power. They would rather that you be afraid like everybody else. They
will ambush, sabotage, assault, and confuse you until you no longer
present a threat, or you are advanced enough to bypass their mental
barrage. If you reach the level where you can no longer be controlled by
fear, they will merely censor you entirely so you do not disrupt the power
structure.

Whether you know it or not, we are at war. This isn't a war that is spoken
of, it concerns the human race, rather then respective countries or
nations. As some of you know, it is a war of perception and information. As
others of you know, it is a spiritual war, taking place on higher dimensions
and reflected in physical form in global affairs, the media, and even the
internet. 

In essence, this is a war of control, and it is everywhere. The ultimate
power is to take control of perception and eventually the mind and spirit.
By controlling the media, TPTB can directly influence the ideas, hopes,
dreams, and fears of the public. This control is not limited to mainstream
media. It is at full scale even in the places you Might Least Expect. 

Trust nobody, and do not be fooled by public opinion. Let nobody dictate
to you your reality. Not teachers, preachers, scripture, politicians. Train
the only weapon that will be effective - the spirit and mind. 

If you have been targeted by this game, remember that you are not alone,
even if it sometimes seems as if you are.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61499826 

In your dreams sparky.
ScoutsOUT

User ID: 26434285
 United States

08/12/2014 12:41 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

This is a great "bait" thread. I think the idiots are trying to figure out how people
are manipulating their shit...

Sometimes I wonder if the increased thinking abilities is just a byproduct of the
Fukushima radiation. Then I realize what kind of psychopaths are in charge of this
place and I figure out exactly WHAT is more likely?

Fukushima radiation or mass manipulation. My money is on the psychopaths every
day of the week,

:/

Be polite, be professional, be prepared to kill everyone you meet. - General James Mattis

ScoutsOUT

User ID: 26434285
 United States

08/12/2014 12:42 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

This is a great "bait" thread. I think the idiots are trying to figure out how
people are manipulating their shit...

Sometimes I wonder if the increased thinking abilities is just a byproduct of
the Fukushima radiation. Then I realize what kind of psychopaths are in
charge of this place and I figure out exactly WHAT is more likely?

Fukushima radiation or mass manipulation. My money is on the psychopaths
every day of the week,

:/
 Quoting: ScoutsOUT 

No offense to OP. I think you're legit. But there are more than just curious
information seekers here ;)

Be polite, be professional, be prepared to kill everyone you meet. - General James Mattis

redhouserebel

User ID: 61535564
 United Kingdom

08/12/2014 12:45 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Sometimes it is not as simple as you make out - there
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Report Copyright Violation was a very deep and invasive attack yesterday -
some have fallen - the war is more cruel than many
can imagine. It takes time to recover from each
assault and sometimes all we can do is ask for others
to be there when we reach out in whatever small way
we do and to return the same when we can.

 Quoting: redhouserebel 

What are the symptoms of this attack? Because ive really
been struggling lately...

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12284324 

There may be some subliminal subconscious build-up preceding then
it is heavy duty depression - hopelessness - total - loss -
devoidness - suicide driven - don't know if chemically induced or
wavelength frequency assault - if you had a gun you would get on
your knees and calmly blow your brains out.

It switches on - if you fight it - or deal with it in whatever way you
can - it switches off - but the remnant of the thing remains - the
emotional resultant of the force of the attack.

 Quoting: redhouserebel 

If you understand the nature of emotions and spiritual psychology you can
easily, find the source of your attacks. they come from within you. Just a
song can bring up feeling pleasant of unpleasant, the smallest of things can
trigger subconscious memories, which in turn effect our emotional mental
state. It is through self awareness that one can begin to recognize when
this happens, what is being activated by what and then how to proceed in
releasing it. Most of our unpleasant feelings have memories associated with
them that are not pleasant and contain lies and decisions about ourselves
that we either made or bought into. Hence we repress the memories.
Repressing the memories robs of the opportunity to release the negative
lies or decisions. When you embrace the feeling which sits like a cap over
the memories denying access, it allows the memories back into our
conscious awareness, where we can examine them and discover the lies
(programming) or decisions about ourselves and release them. Its a process
and takes time. But it gets easier with time. I know exactly what your
going through....

 Quoting: talkstory 

No. It is not from within me it is from an external source which is aware of the
things inside me - which have been created through the creation of my life and its
events - through outside sources - and so they target weak points and go in on
an offensive. Sometimes no matter what your decisions are there are those who
will manifest the results of these results or decisions in a negative way - hence a
constant catch 22 - no way out - so then they make you feel valueless regardless
of the truth or your own personal heart or intention they will always create a
result which makes your decision wrong - to cause you to criticise yourself or in
an endeavour to re-create you.

Some people on here make it sound like a demonstration or test case. Glad to
have been of help.

Bastards.

talkstory

User ID: 61516963
 Thailand

08/12/2014 12:49 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

...

What are the symptoms of this attack? Because ive
really been struggling lately...

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12284324 

There may be some subliminal subconscious build-up
preceding then it is heavy duty depression - hopelessness -
total - loss - devoidness - suicide driven - don't know if
chemically induced or wavelength frequency assault - if you
had a gun you would get on your knees and calmly blow your
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brains out.

It switches on - if you fight it - or deal with it in whatever
way you can - it switches off - but the remnant of the thing
remains - the emotional resultant of the force of the attack.

 Quoting: redhouserebel 

If you understand the nature of emotions and spiritual psychology
you can easily, find the source of your attacks. they come from
within you. Just a song can bring up feeling pleasant of unpleasant,
the smallest of things can trigger subconscious memories, which in
turn effect our emotional mental state. It is through self awareness
that one can begin to recognize when this happens, what is being
activated by what and then how to proceed in releasing it. Most of
our unpleasant feelings have memories associated with them that
are not pleasant and contain lies and decisions about ourselves that
we either made or bought into. Hence we repress the memories.
Repressing the memories robs of the opportunity to release the
negative lies or decisions. When you embrace the feeling which sits
like a cap over the memories denying access, it allows the memories
back into our conscious awareness, where we can examine them
and discover the lies (programming) or decisions about ourselves
and release them. Its a process and takes time. But it gets easier
with time. I know exactly what your going through....

 Quoting: talkstory 

No. It is not from within me it is from an external source which is aware of
the things inside me - which have been created through the creation of my
life and its events - through outside sources - and so they target weak
points and go in on an offensive. Sometimes no matter what your decisions
are there are those who will manifest the results of these results or
decisions in a negative way - hence a constant catch 22 - no way out -
so then they make you feel valueless regardless of the truth or your own
personal heart or intention they will always create a result which makes
your decision wrong - to cause you to criticise yourself or in an endeavour
to re-create you.

Some people on here make it sound like a demonstration or test case. Glad
to have been of help.

Bastards.
 Quoting: redhouserebel 

So in essence you are saying the same thing, it is the weak points inside of you.
You must become aware of them and release them. The weak point are
programming, lie and decisions you have made about yourself. Absent the weak
points they have no power in your space.

talkstory

ScoutsOUT

User ID: 26434285
 United States

08/12/2014 12:49 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

...

it's called interactive fiction
and is staged by social engineers
you can find out their methods
at a site called tvtropes
search for "closed circle"

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 56144605 

searched and found these on the top link copyright
attributed to the link...

"The term 'Closed circle' is a mystery term. It refers to a
situation where contact with the outside world has been
severed... This is where the setting is truly allowed to shine.
The culprit and other characters are unable to escape the
[closed circle]. At the same time, there won't be any new
characters from the outside."
— Itsuki Koizumi, The Melancholy Of Haruhi Suzumiya
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Nah, it's more like an archetype, a versatile tool used to stick
your characters in one spot and force them to deal with the
danger. The heroes can be space cops, vacationers on a
beach trip, or FBI investigators. They can be trapped by a
ghost, simple mechanical troubles, a man in a mask, or an
eccentric billionaire. To get out they might need to solve a
mystery, survive a serial killer, repair their car, or just wait
out the rain. Like we said, the variations are limitless.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61085976 

How would you know if you were one of these "trapped" people?
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12284324 

Most don't.
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61085976 

When you're caught in one of these "scenarios," you're not meant to survive it.

Be polite, be professional, be prepared to kill everyone you meet. - General James Mattis

Korats01

User ID: 39071320
 United States

08/12/2014 12:50 PM

Report Abusive Post
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

we are tired of the war...we are tired of control....hell we are just tired
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61285915 

^^this

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61032918

 United States
08/12/2014 12:51 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Aye and Aye
Eye and Eye
Aye and I
I and eye
I and Aye

One and the same.

There is no need to proceed further, where 2 become 1. Where the non material
and material uni-ph-eye

I choose to live my life. That is in and of itself, enough.

"I am not a God, I just played one on glp."

And there are things that I know, that many here can not begin to comphrehend.
And yet, it is for them to discover on their own. Love asked me to leave them be.
It is for love, that I return to being me.

And that is enough, for love.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12284324

 United States
08/12/2014 12:52 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

...

What are the symptoms of this attack? Because ive
really been struggling lately...

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12284324 

There may be some subliminal subconscious build-up
preceding then it is heavy duty depression - hopelessness -
total - loss - devoidness - suicide driven - don't know if
chemically induced or wavelength frequency assault - if you
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had a gun you would get on your knees and calmly blow your
brains out.

It switches on - if you fight it - or deal with it in whatever
way you can - it switches off - but the remnant of the thing
remains - the emotional resultant of the force of the attack.

 Quoting: redhouserebel 

If you understand the nature of emotions and spiritual psychology
you can easily, find the source of your attacks. they come from
within you. Just a song can bring up feeling pleasant of unpleasant,
the smallest of things can trigger subconscious memories, which in
turn effect our emotional mental state. It is through self awareness
that one can begin to recognize when this happens, what is being
activated by what and then how to proceed in releasing it. Most of
our unpleasant feelings have memories associated with them that
are not pleasant and contain lies and decisions about ourselves that
we either made or bought into. Hence we repress the memories.
Repressing the memories robs of the opportunity to release the
negative lies or decisions. When you embrace the feeling which sits
like a cap over the memories denying access, it allows the memories
back into our conscious awareness, where we can examine them
and discover the lies (programming) or decisions about ourselves
and release them. Its a process and takes time. But it gets easier
with time. I know exactly what your going through....

 Quoting: talkstory 

No. It is not from within me it is from an external source which is aware of
the things inside me - which have been created through the creation of my
life and its events - through outside sources - and so they target weak
points and go in on an offensive. Sometimes no matter what your decisions
are there are those who will manifest the results of these results or
decisions in a negative way - hence a constant catch 22 - no way out -
so then they make you feel valueless regardless of the truth or your own
personal heart or intention they will always create a result which makes
your decision wrong - to cause you to criticise yourself or in an endeavour
to re-create you.

Some people on here make it sound like a demonstration or test case. Glad
to have been of help.

Bastards.
 Quoting: redhouserebel 

Is just one free thinking person genuinely trying to find truth that big of a threat
to them? I dont talk to anyone, im a bit of a recluse actually. So hy would I be
targeted, if thats what is happening?

Pattern Recognition

User ID: 51824968
08/12/2014 12:52 PM

Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

But I can tell by reading this thread (on pg 3 now) there are A LOT
of folks on here that know what OP speaks in regards to...

 Quoting: Tampa Heather 

This is the purpose for this thread. So many have come into something
never spoken of. Even I am surprised by how many have been aware all
along.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61532352 

If some would learn to remove biases and some beliefs, discernment of benevolent
/malevolent could be so much easier and accurate.

redhouserebel

User ID: 61535564
 United Kingdom

08/12/2014 12:53 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

...

There may be some subliminal subconscious build-up
preceding then it is heavy duty depression -
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hopelessness - total - loss - devoidness - suicide
driven - don't know if chemically induced or
wavelength frequency assault - if you had a gun you
would get on your knees and calmly blow your brains
out.

It switches on - if you fight it - or deal with it in
whatever way you can - it switches off - but the
remnant of the thing remains - the emotional resultant
of the force of the attack.

 Quoting: redhouserebel 

If you understand the nature of emotions and spiritual
psychology you can easily, find the source of your attacks.
they come from within you. Just a song can bring up feeling
pleasant of unpleasant, the smallest of things can trigger
subconscious memories, which in turn effect our emotional
mental state. It is through self awareness that one can begin
to recognize when this happens, what is being activated by
what and then how to proceed in releasing it. Most of our
unpleasant feelings have memories associated with them that
are not pleasant and contain lies and decisions about
ourselves that we either made or bought into. Hence we
repress the memories. Repressing the memories robs of the
opportunity to release the negative lies or decisions. When
you embrace the feeling which sits like a cap over the
memories denying access, it allows the memories back into
our conscious awareness, where we can examine them and
discover the lies (programming) or decisions about ourselves
and release them. Its a process and takes time. But it gets
easier with time. I know exactly what your going through....

 Quoting: talkstory 

No. It is not from within me it is from an external source which is
aware of the things inside me - which have been created through
the creation of my life and its events - through outside sources -
and so they target weak points and go in on an offensive.
Sometimes no matter what your decisions are there are those who
will manifest the results of these results or decisions in a negative
way - hence a constant catch 22 - no way out - so then they
make you feel valueless regardless of the truth or your own personal
heart or intention they will always create a result which makes your
decision wrong - to cause you to criticise yourself or in an
endeavour to re-create you.

Some people on here make it sound like a demonstration or test
case. Glad to have been of help.

Bastards.
 Quoting: redhouserebel 

So in essence you are saying the same thing, it is the weak points inside of
you. You must become aware of them and release them. The weak point
are programming, lie and decisions you have made about yourself. Absent
the weak points they have no power in your space.

 Quoting: talkstory 

That is what I did - but it doesn't change the game - I feel my decisions were not
invalid - but I was punished nevertheless - so they say it will always be that way
- to make you feel hopeless and lost - but no matter what is taken away from me
or my life - I can still endeavour to give and to draw beauty from the simplest
places.

If the game was not being played such as it is then my decisions would lead to
happiness - but it is not perhaps what is desired of me so I have to lose -
lose/lose - I was hoping this thread was going to target those on the other side of
the secret war - what goes around comes around - maybe that is why you fight
harder to win - good luck - there is no escape.

x

talkstory Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are
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User ID: 61516963
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Report Abusive Post
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I would suggest that the result that is created is one you already believe on a
deep subconscious level. life is a mirror it is always reflecting back to us what we
believe on a very deep level, and it affords us the opportunity at every moment to
heal, change the beliefs that are being activated and we are creating our reality
through.

talkstory

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19876247

 United States
08/12/2014 12:53 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Anyone care to share the gangstalking techniques they think
were used against them?

Electronic harassment? Synchronicity? People seem to be
able to read your thoughts? Being followed?

I'd like to hear about what people have experienced. Maybe
someone who is going through it currently will be able to
identify some of the symptoms.

I never heard about it until it happened to me, and it is very
disconcerting to see the amount of resources put into
something like this. Especially on a large scale.

 Quoting: ScoutsOUT 

So, I post this pic on Facebook on Sunday, then proceed to watch
Dead Poets Society on Monday, but just before I do... I find out
about Mr. Williams. 
[link to facebook.com (secure)] 

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 57504723 

A comment from the page:
"Williams was supposedly 23032 days old. Numerical palindrome....

Headline... US wages down 23% since 2008

The economic suicide of our country?

Theres no room in heaven for suicide, dude was told that already in What
Dreams May Come. I think dude was suicided. 

In numerology... he was 63, 6+3=9, 9 is the number of completion, just like
the "27" club..."

I'm not numerology nut, but I do see "trends" with numerology. Just
because "I" don't believe in it, doesn't mean that "others" don't.

I read recently on another thread that the numbers "322" are symbolic of
the illuminati...

 Quoting: ScoutsOUT 

Robin Williams - "What Dreams May Come" on list of all time favorites - brilliant.
(Akira Kurasawa "Dreams" #1)

I do not think he suicided. Changed avatar/hiding/suicided better guess. just my
hunch. Not sure if he was one of the good guys. Strange how he turned to the
evil characters after telling us so much in earlier characters.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61538624

 Lithuania
08/12/2014 12:53 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

This is a great "bait" thread. I think the idiots are trying to figure out how
people are manipulating their shit...

Sometimes I wonder if the increased thinking abilities is just a byproduct of
the Fukushima radiation. Then I realize what kind of psychopaths are in
charge of this place and I figure out exactly WHAT is more likely?

Fukushima radiation or mass manipulation. My money is on the psychopaths
every day of the week,

:/
 Quoting: ScoutsOUT 

Yes, a good point. I'm rather surprised this thread hasn't been deleted entirely,
but perhaps I constructed it well enough that nobody in charge is reading too
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closely. 

Or it could be as you say, that someone is using the information here in order to
fine tune the social engineering machine. 

I'm hoping the machinations in light of the information are easier for potential
targets to perceive, and unwitting targets may look into the techniques used to
influence the public's mind.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61085976

 United Kingdom
08/12/2014 12:54 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

i think its drugged scolpomine psychological triggers and they release the trigger
code words at GLP to set us off into 'whatever they programmed in'.

I know someone here who got me, who is currently also posting in this thread.

Trust no-one its infested here, oh and its not your own government doing it to
you either.
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

...

If you understand the nature of emotions and spiritual
psychology you can easily, find the source of your
attacks. they come from within you. Just a song can
bring up feeling pleasant of unpleasant, the smallest
of things can trigger subconscious memories, which in
turn effect our emotional mental state. It is through
self awareness that one can begin to recognize when
this happens, what is being activated by what and
then how to proceed in releasing it. Most of our
unpleasant feelings have memories associated with
them that are not pleasant and contain lies and
decisions about ourselves that we either made or
bought into. Hence we repress the memories.
Repressing the memories robs of the opportunity to
release the negative lies or decisions. When you
embrace the feeling which sits like a cap over the
memories denying access, it allows the memories back
into our conscious awareness, where we can examine
them and discover the lies (programming) or decisions
about ourselves and release them. Its a process and
takes time. But it gets easier with time. I know
exactly what your going through....

 Quoting: talkstory 

No. It is not from within me it is from an external source
which is aware of the things inside me - which have been
created through the creation of my life and its events -
through outside sources - and so they target weak points
and go in on an offensive. Sometimes no matter what your
decisions are there are those who will manifest the results of
these results or decisions in a negative way - hence a
constant catch 22 - no way out - so then they make you
feel valueless regardless of the truth or your own personal
heart or intention they will always create a result which
makes your decision wrong - to cause you to criticise
yourself or in an endeavour to re-create you.

Some people on here make it sound like a demonstration or
test case. Glad to have been of help.

Bastards.
 Quoting: redhouserebel 

So in essence you are saying the same thing, it is the weak points
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inside of you. You must become aware of them and release them.
The weak point are programming, lie and decisions you have made
about yourself. Absent the weak points they have no power in your
space.

 Quoting: talkstory 

That is what I did - but it doesn't change the game - I feel my decisions
were not invalid - but I was punished nevertheless - so they say it will
always be that way - to make you feel hopeless and lost - but no matter
what is taken away from me or my life - I can still endeavour to give and
to draw beauty from the simplest places.

If the game was not being played such as it is then my decisions would
lead to happiness - but it is not perhaps what is desired of me so I have to
lose - lose/lose - I was hoping this thread was going to target those on
the other side of the secret war - what goes around comes around -
maybe that is why you fight harder to win - good luck - there is no
escape.

x
 Quoting: redhouserebel 

Just remember - in your power to test - you are being measured.

x
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19876247

 United States
08/12/2014 12:55 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

I would suggest that the result that is created is one you already believe
on a deep subconscious level. life is a mirror it is always reflecting back to
us what we believe on a very deep level, and it affords us the opportunity
at every moment to heal, change the beliefs that are being activated and
we are creating our reality through.

 Quoting: talkstory 

I believe we create our reality up to a point - but - where are my singing
squirrels??? huh? lol

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61534520

 United Kingdom
08/12/2014 12:55 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Anyone care to share the gangstalking techniques they think were used
against them?

Electronic harassment? Synchronicity? People seem to be able to read your
thoughts? Being followed?

I'd like to hear about what people have experienced. Maybe someone who
is going through it currently will be able to identify some of the symptoms.

I never heard about it until it happened to me, and it is very disconcerting
to see the amount of resources put into something like this. Especially on a
large scale.

 Quoting: ScoutsOUT 

Since my story is a long one and I have told it before, I will summarize it in a list.
All of this happened to me in probably 4 weeks time.

1. I was starting to see UFOs almost every night at work on my smoke breaks. I
even pointed them out to my coworker, he saw them too, so I know I'm not
crazy.

2. I was a night security guard so every hour I would have to make rounds around
the property to check for fires, etc. On my rounds, I had been noticing that a
black cat would walk out in front of me every other night in the exact same spot.
It kept happening over and over again night after night in exactly the same way.
and then finally it clicked. "The cat scene in the Matrix played in my head" I
thought "What the hell is going on with all this weird shit happening around me?"

3. Radio Speaking about my life. (I had just changed the spark plugs in my car) I
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turned on the radio and there were two guys talking about someone who changed
his spark plugs and were making fun of that person. They did not mention a
specific name but they went into detail about the engine. They described the
same exact problem I had been experiencing with my engine. I couldn't believe it.
I'd also like to add that my radio was making strange "blooping noises during the
broadcast whenever I turned to a station that was synchronized with what I was
doing." Odd, yeah? I thought so too. I drove to the gas station to show one of
the gas attendants there that I know what they were saying over my radio. As
soon as asked him "Hey come listen to this" Before he could make it to my car it
goes to complete static. He says "What? It's just static" I think I muttered "Un-
fucking believable" and drove away. as soon as I drove away the broadcast came
back on and the voice said they apologized for technical difficulties. It was like
something straight out of a movie.

4. After awhile, I thought the town was playing a sick game on me to try and run
me off so I passed around poker cards and gave someone an ace at the local gas
station. He asked me why I gave him a poker card and I said "because I'm winning
a poker game" he replies "winning?" and I walked out. The next day, there was a
woman going through a garbage can outside and I noticed she was wearing a
poker sweatshirt that read (You may be playing the game, but you're still losing). I
walked up to her and started a conversation (fishing for information)After the
conversation was over I said nice shirt and walked away. I was pretty much in
disbelief and knew I couldn't take much more of this crap.

5. I was noticing coded messages in magazines at work that were left open on the
break room table. At one point at work one of the metal detectors went off, So I
walked up to the metal detector and grabbed the tool that fell into one of the
bark shakers, at this point, I was so paranoid, that I was actually looking for
codes and seeking them out, so I pull the tool out and roll it over in my hand. Sure
enough the clip that clips on to your pocket had my last name inscribed on it. I
was pretty shocked at this coincidence. The fact that I was looking for the
message and the fact that it was a TOOL with my name on it. 
That one took the cake for me.

6. I started to notice that a number of cars parked around town had a lifted
windshield wiper. I thought it was kind of odd, considering more than just a couple
people were doing it. These entities or whatever they were, were using other
people to condition and sensitize me. Even on Facebook. I had just given a girl
that I like a wooden rose a short time later, my sister posted a picture of her
holding a rose and the text she added read "Annoying my rose"

7. I was outside my apartment with a six pack of beer, I remember it was raining
outside. 

The 12:00 Noon siren went off and the streets were empty. 
I thought this was kind of strange and all of a sudden, I start hearing the roar of a
jet engine circling the area. 

At this point, I was conditioned enough and I just snapped. I was in sheer terror! I
believed that a predator missile was going to strike me dead. 

I stood in the rain and said my prayers I thought I was going to die. To add to the
fear I had recently bought a white hat for seemingly no reason.

The engines just kept getting louder. I eventually slowly took my phone out and
called my buddy "we'll call him Jim" I start telling Jim everything that's going on
and how something is harassing me. I asked him to please stay on the phone with
me so I could walk slowly to my car. at this point I'm afraid my car is going to
blow up or be struck by a missile due to previous threats the entity was sending
to me. I get in my car, and drive to the hospital. I get to the hospital and get out
and run to the door. It was locked and the lady at the desk told me through the
speaker to please use the other door. I blurted out "This is an emergency!!!!" She
opens the door and they quickly get a doctor to me and I hand one of the nurses
my phones because who knows what they could have programmed it to do. So
anyway, the nurse starts asking me a bunch of questions and after she's done,
she leaves the room. Another lady walked in and she starts asking me questions
and then she looks at me with a smirk and says "Are you afraid?" I said "Yes I'm
afraid!" (I was still trembling) She says "Oh. Smirks at me and walks out of the
room" So eventually, a lady with a wheel chair comes to the room I was sitting in
and she asks me to sit in it. So She wheels me into the X-Ray room and does a
couple x-rays on my chest. After I'm back in my wheelchair She asks me "Are you
religious? Who do you believe in?" I looked up at her and said "Jesus" She then
asks me "Would you like to pray with me?" to which I replied with "Yes" She
reaches out and holds my hand and begins to say a prayer for me. After she was
done she said "They speak in code you know, We're sent here to help people out
when things like this happen" After she said this I was in complete shock that she
knew what was going on. I was in such awe that I could not speak. So I'm
wheeled to a room and I end up staying the night. I'm given a diagnoses of
paranoid personality disorder in the morning and then released. When I got home,
I got on the internet to look for coded messages to me on yahoo and glp. Sure
enough on the yahoo front page there was a picture of a predator drone and a
story that the police were searching for an un-named man in Los Angeles.

8. I end up meeting this Milf chick who's scatter brained as hell and we end up
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sleeping together in a hotel room (we didn't have sex just drank beer)She
mentioned something along the lines of "If you play your cards right you can be
rich too" She had a T-Shirt on that read "Know the Deal"

My biggest regret about all of this is not having any of it on audio or video tape.

tl;dr Gangstalked by Demons that got me to believe that the Illuminati and my
home town was trying to set me up for a grand conspiracy. I lost my cool and
now people think I'm crazy, unemployed, about to become homeless. My whole
experience was personalized just for me. I fell into every single trap that they
threw at me. I had a lot more things happen to me in that period of time but this
will do for now. Demons can make people say things they use people to say things
that the person saying them have no idea that they're speaking in code. 

I think demons can control synchronicity if you're vulnerable to attack. I know
exactly what game you're talking about OP.

redhouserebel

User ID: 61535564
 United Kingdom

08/12/2014 12:56 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

...

No. It is not from within me it is from an external
source which is aware of the things inside me - which
have been created through the creation of my life and
its events - through outside sources - and so they
target weak points and go in on an offensive.
Sometimes no matter what your decisions are there
are those who will manifest the results of these
results or decisions in a negative way - hence a
constant catch 22 - no way out - so then they make
you feel valueless regardless of the truth or your own
personal heart or intention they will always create a
result which makes your decision wrong - to cause
you to criticise yourself or in an endeavour to re-
create you.

Some people on here make it sound like a
demonstration or test case. Glad to have been of
help.

Bastards.
 Quoting: redhouserebel 

So in essence you are saying the same thing, it is the weak
points inside of you. You must become aware of them and
release them. The weak point are programming, lie and
decisions you have made about yourself. Absent the weak
points they have no power in your space.

 Quoting: talkstory 

That is what I did - but it doesn't change the game - I feel my
decisions were not invalid - but I was punished nevertheless - so
they say it will always be that way - to make you feel hopeless and
lost - but no matter what is taken away from me or my life - I can
still endeavour to give and to draw beauty from the simplest places.

If the game was not being played such as it is then my decisions
would lead to happiness - but it is not perhaps what is desired of
me so I have to lose - lose/lose - I was hoping this thread was
going to target those on the other side of the secret war - what
goes around comes around - maybe that is why you fight harder to
win - good luck - there is no escape.

x
 Quoting: redhouserebel 

Just remember - in your power to test - you are being measured.
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x
 Quoting: redhouserebel 

And bear in mind - of those you test - by those you are measured also.

NO MERCY.

X
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61511671

 Latvia
08/12/2014 12:57 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

[link to www.youtube.com (secure)] 

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61538624

 Lithuania
08/12/2014 12:58 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

...

There may be some subliminal subconscious build-up
preceding then it is heavy duty depression -
hopelessness - total - loss - devoidness - suicide
driven - don't know if chemically induced or
wavelength frequency assault - if you had a gun you
would get on your knees and calmly blow your brains
out.

It switches on - if you fight it - or deal with it in
whatever way you can - it switches off - but the
remnant of the thing remains - the emotional resultant
of the force of the attack.

 Quoting: redhouserebel 

If you understand the nature of emotions and spiritual
psychology you can easily, find the source of your attacks.
they come from within you. Just a song can bring up feeling
pleasant of unpleasant, the smallest of things can trigger
subconscious memories, which in turn effect our emotional
mental state. It is through self awareness that one can begin
to recognize when this happens, what is being activated by
what and then how to proceed in releasing it. Most of our
unpleasant feelings have memories associated with them that
are not pleasant and contain lies and decisions about
ourselves that we either made or bought into. Hence we
repress the memories. Repressing the memories robs of the
opportunity to release the negative lies or decisions. When
you embrace the feeling which sits like a cap over the
memories denying access, it allows the memories back into
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our conscious awareness, where we can examine them and
discover the lies (programming) or decisions about ourselves
and release them. Its a process and takes time. But it gets
easier with time. I know exactly what your going through....

 Quoting: talkstory 

No. It is not from within me it is from an external source which is
aware of the things inside me - which have been created through
the creation of my life and its events - through outside sources -
and so they target weak points and go in on an offensive.
Sometimes no matter what your decisions are there are those who
will manifest the results of these results or decisions in a negative
way - hence a constant catch 22 - no way out - so then they
make you feel valueless regardless of the truth or your own personal
heart or intention they will always create a result which makes your
decision wrong - to cause you to criticise yourself or in an
endeavour to re-create you.

Some people on here make it sound like a demonstration or test
case. Glad to have been of help.

Bastards.
 Quoting: redhouserebel 

Is just one free thinking person genuinely trying to find truth that big of a
threat to them? I dont talk to anyone, im a bit of a recluse actually. So hy
would I be targeted, if thats what is happening?

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12284324 

It happened to me when I demonstrated on a public platform my level of intellect,
knowledge, and insight regarding the current state of things. Before I began to
speak up in a place where many could see I was left to my own devices. When it
was shown that I had enough truth to potentially shift opinions and disrupt status
quo I became targeted. 

Never forget that some of the greatest influences on history have come from
individual people. TPTB are wise not to underestimate.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19876247

 United States
08/12/2014 01:00 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

...

No. It is not from within me it is from an external
source which is aware of the things inside me - which
have been created through the creation of my life and
its events - through outside sources - and so they
target weak points and go in on an offensive.
Sometimes no matter what your decisions are there
are those who will manifest the results of these
results or decisions in a negative way - hence a
constant catch 22 - no way out - so then they make
you feel valueless regardless of the truth or your own
personal heart or intention they will always create a
result which makes your decision wrong - to cause
you to criticise yourself or in an endeavour to re-
create you.

Some people on here make it sound like a
demonstration or test case. Glad to have been of
help.

Bastards.
 Quoting: redhouserebel 

So in essence you are saying the same thing, it is the weak
points inside of you. You must become aware of them and
release them. The weak point are programming, lie and
decisions you have made about yourself. Absent the weak
points they have no power in your space.

 Quoting: talkstory 

That is what I did - but it doesn't change the game - I feel my
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decisions were not invalid - but I was punished nevertheless - so
they say it will always be that way - to make you feel hopeless and
lost - but no matter what is taken away from me or my life - I can
still endeavour to give and to draw beauty from the simplest places.

If the game was not being played such as it is then my decisions
would lead to happiness - but it is not perhaps what is desired of
me so I have to lose - lose/lose - I was hoping this thread was
going to target those on the other side of the secret war - what
goes around comes around - maybe that is why you fight harder to
win - good luck - there is no escape.

x
 Quoting: redhouserebel 

Just remember - in your power to test - you are being measured.

x
 Quoting: redhouserebel 

OK, so what about that guy with the AFFIRMATIONS to RELEASE all your
contracts??? Does that work?

After reading about sacred contracts - I believe we ARE bound by what we
agreed to before we came here.

Do you think there is a RELEASE? 

And will that prevent us from learning what we came here to learn?

This round for me was about forgiveness and compassion - learned alot - how
much is enough "enlightenment" according to the contract? 

No way I'm goin' anywhere until I complete my journey and bring some other with
me.

talkstory

User ID: 61516963
 Thailand

08/12/2014 01:04 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

I would suggest that the result that is created is one you already
believe on a deep subconscious level. life is a mirror it is always
reflecting back to us what we believe on a very deep level, and it
affords us the opportunity at every moment to heal, change the
beliefs that are being activated and we are creating our reality
through.

 Quoting: talkstory 

I believe we create our reality up to a point - but - where are my singing
squirrels??? huh? lol

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 19876247 

Perhaps you really don't believe that squirrels can sing. lol

talkstory

ScoutsOUT

User ID: 26434285
 United States

08/12/2014 01:04 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Anyone care to share the gangstalking techniques they think were
used against them?

Electronic harassment? Synchronicity? People seem to be able to
read your thoughts? Being followed?

I'd like to hear about what people have experienced. Maybe
someone who is going through it currently will be able to identify
some of the symptoms.

I never heard about it until it happened to me, and it is very
disconcerting to see the amount of resources put into something
like this. Especially on a large scale.
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 Quoting: ScoutsOUT 

Since my story is a long one and I have told it before, I will summarize it in
a list. All of this happened to me in probably 4 weeks time.

1. I was starting to see UFOs almost every night at work on my smoke
breaks. I even pointed them out to my coworker, he saw them too, so I
know I'm not crazy.

2. I was a night security guard so every hour I would have to make rounds
around the property to check for fires, etc. On my rounds, I had been
noticing that a black cat would walk out in front of me every other night in
the exact same spot. It kept happening over and over again night after
night in exactly the same way. and then finally it clicked. "The cat scene in
the Matrix played in my head" I thought "What the hell is going on with all
this weird shit happening around me?"

3. Radio Speaking about my life. (I had just changed the spark plugs in my
car) I turned on the radio and there were two guys talking about someone
who changed his spark plugs and were making fun of that person. They did
not mention a specific name but they went into detail about the engine.
They described the same exact problem I had been experiencing with my
engine. I couldn't believe it. I'd also like to add that my radio was making
strange "blooping noises during the broadcast whenever I turned to a
station that was synchronized with what I was doing." Odd, yeah? I
thought so too. I drove to the gas station to show one of the gas
attendants there that I know what they were saying over my radio. As
soon as asked him "Hey come listen to this" Before he could make it to my
car it goes to complete static. He says "What? It's just static" I think I
muttered "Un-fucking believable" and drove away. as soon as I drove away
the broadcast came back on and the voice said they apologized for
technical difficulties. It was like something straight out of a movie.

4. After awhile, I thought the town was playing a sick game on me to try
and run me off so I passed around poker cards and gave someone an ace
at the local gas station. He asked me why I gave him a poker card and I
said "because I'm winning a poker game" he replies "winning?" and I walked
out. The next day, there was a woman going through a garbage can
outside and I noticed she was wearing a poker sweatshirt that read (You
may be playing the game, but you're still losing). I walked up to her and
started a conversation (fishing for information)After the conversation was
over I said nice shirt and walked away. I was pretty much in disbelief and
knew I couldn't take much more of this crap.

5. I was noticing coded messages in magazines at work that were left open
on the break room table. At one point at work one of the metal detectors
went off, So I walked up to the metal detector and grabbed the tool that
fell into one of the bark shakers, at this point, I was so paranoid, that I
was actually looking for codes and seeking them out, so I pull the tool out
and roll it over in my hand. Sure enough the clip that clips on to your
pocket had my last name inscribed on it. I was pretty shocked at this
coincidence. The fact that I was looking for the message and the fact that
it was a TOOL with my name on it. 
That one took the cake for me.

6. I started to notice that a number of cars parked around town had a
lifted windshield wiper. I thought it was kind of odd, considering more than
just a couple people were doing it. These entities or whatever they were,
were using other people to condition and sensitize me. Even on Facebook. I
had just given a girl that I like a wooden rose a short time later, my sister
posted a picture of her holding a rose and the text she added read
"Annoying my rose"

7. I was outside my apartment with a six pack of beer, I remember it was
raining outside. 

The 12:00 Noon siren went off and the streets were empty. 
I thought this was kind of strange and all of a sudden, I start hearing the
roar of a jet engine circling the area. 

At this point, I was conditioned enough and I just snapped. I was in sheer
terror! I believed that a predator missile was going to strike me dead. 

I stood in the rain and said my prayers I thought I was going to die. To add
to the fear I had recently bought a white hat for seemingly no reason.

The engines just kept getting louder. I eventually slowly took my phone out
and called my buddy "we'll call him Jim" I start telling Jim everything that's
going on and how something is harassing me. I asked him to please stay on
the phone with me so I could walk slowly to my car. at this point I'm afraid
my car is going to blow up or be struck by a missile due to previous threats
the entity was sending to me. I get in my car, and drive to the hospital. I
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get to the hospital and get out and run to the door. It was locked and the
lady at the desk told me through the speaker to please use the other door.
I blurted out "This is an emergency!!!!" She opens the door and they
quickly get a doctor to me and I hand one of the nurses my phones
because who knows what they could have programmed it to do. So
anyway, the nurse starts asking me a bunch of questions and after she's
done, she leaves the room. Another lady walked in and she starts asking
me questions and then she looks at me with a smirk and says "Are you
afraid?" I said "Yes I'm afraid!" (I was still trembling) She says "Oh. Smirks
at me and walks out of the room" So eventually, a lady with a wheel chair
comes to the room I was sitting in and she asks me to sit in it. So She
wheels me into the X-Ray room and does a couple x-rays on my chest.
After I'm back in my wheelchair She asks me "Are you religious? Who do
you believe in?" I looked up at her and said "Jesus" She then asks me
"Would you like to pray with me?" to which I replied with "Yes" She reaches
out and holds my hand and begins to say a prayer for me. After she was
done she said "They speak in code you know, We're sent here to help
people out when things like this happen" After she said this I was in
complete shock that she knew what was going on. I was in such awe that
I could not speak. So I'm wheeled to a room and I end up staying the
night. I'm given a diagnoses of paranoid personality disorder in the morning
and then released. When I got home, I got on the internet to look for
coded messages to me on yahoo and glp. Sure enough on the yahoo front
page there was a picture of a predator drone and a story that the police
were searching for an un-named man in Los Angeles.

8. I end up meeting this Milf chick who's scatter brained as hell and we end
up sleeping together in a hotel room (we didn't have sex just drank
beer)She mentioned something along the lines of "If you play your cards
right you can be rich too" She had a T-Shirt on that read "Know the Deal"

My biggest regret about all of this is not having any of it on audio or video
tape.

tl;dr Gangstalked by Demons that got me to believe that the Illuminati and
my home town was trying to set me up for a grand conspiracy. I lost my
cool and now people think I'm crazy, unemployed, about to become
homeless. My whole experience was personalized just for me. I fell into
every single trap that they threw at me. I had a lot more things happen to
me in that period of time but this will do for now. Demons can make people
say things they use people to say things that the person saying them have
no idea that they're speaking in code. 

I think demons can control synchronicity if you're vulnerable to attack. I
know exactly what game you're talking about OP.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61534520 

Sometimes all they want to do is discredit you...
I actually experienced some of the exact things you did.

The "you're about to be bombed imminently" feeling is TERRIBLE. It's made to make
you go mad / insane.

Now that you have been labeled as a paranoid whatever they said, it changes
your legal status. At least here in the states it does. Certain... Rights get taken
away from you.

This is technology that was known about in the 60's!! If we had a real news
media, someone might put all the pieces together.

Unfortunately, we have to stay in conspiracy forums. I read more intellectual stuff
here in one day than I get in an entire year of watching the news.

Be polite, be professional, be prepared to kill everyone you meet. - General James Mattis

Ta'veren Anomaly

User ID: 51824968
08/12/2014 01:04 PM

Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

guys, im pretty sure there is no going back, there is no redeeming this
world. 

people are absolutely brainwashed now, they cannot be unplugged from
the matrix. 

we can only pray Jesus will come soon.
 Quoting: thedude2888 

It shouldn't be about redemption. It has everything to do with reconciliation.

talkstory Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are
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...

So in essence you are saying the same thing, it is the
weak points inside of you. You must become aware of
them and release them. The weak point are
programming, lie and decisions you have made about
yourself. Absent the weak points they have no power
in your space.

 Quoting: talkstory 

That is what I did - but it doesn't change the game - I feel
my decisions were not invalid - but I was punished
nevertheless - so they say it will always be that way - to
make you feel hopeless and lost - but no matter what is
taken away from me or my life - I can still endeavour to give
and to draw beauty from the simplest places.

If the game was not being played such as it is then my
decisions would lead to happiness - but it is not perhaps
what is desired of me so I have to lose - lose/lose - I was
hoping this thread was going to target those on the other
side of the secret war - what goes around comes around -
maybe that is why you fight harder to win - good luck -
there is no escape.

x
 Quoting: redhouserebel 

Just remember - in your power to test - you are being measured.

x
 Quoting: redhouserebel 

OK, so what about that guy with the AFFIRMATIONS to RELEASE all your
contracts??? Does that work?

After reading about sacred contracts - I believe we ARE bound by what we
agreed to before we came here.

Do you think there is a RELEASE? 

And will that prevent us from learning what we came here to learn?

This round for me was about forgiveness and compassion - learned alot -
how much is enough "enlightenment" according to the contract? 

No way I'm goin' anywhere until I complete my journey and bring some
other with me.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 19876247 

Affirmation do not work, its like having a computer with base line programming and
trying to change that by type in word an affirmation. it does nothing to change
the base line program (subconscious beliefs).

talkstory

moses787

User ID: 61147828
 United States

08/12/2014 01:08 PM

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Those of you who are active members of the secret war are already aware
of it. You've had no choice but to recognize your part in it. You may
wonder why you have been targeted, and what you should do. 

They are afraid of awareness, awareness is infectious and very powerful.
Those of you who fully possess your spirit and mind have the ability to
throw a wrench in the social machine. They don't want you to know about
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your power. They would rather that you be afraid like everybody else. They
will ambush, sabotage, assault, and confuse you until you no longer
present a threat, or you are advanced enough to bypass their mental
barrage. If you reach the level where you can no longer be controlled by
fear, they will merely censor you entirely so you do not disrupt the power
structure.

Whether you know it or not, we are at war. This isn't a war that is spoken
of, it concerns the human race, rather then respective countries or
nations. As some of you know, it is a war of perception and information. As
others of you know, it is a spiritual war, taking place on higher dimensions
and reflected in physical form in global affairs, the media, and even the
internet. 

In essence, this is a war of control, and it is everywhere. The ultimate
power is to take control of perception and eventually the mind and spirit.
By controlling the media, TPTB can directly influence the ideas, hopes,
dreams, and fears of the public. This control is not limited to mainstream
media. It is at full scale even in the places you Might Least Expect. 

Trust nobody, and do not be fooled by public opinion. Let nobody dictate
to you your reality. Not teachers, preachers, scripture, politicians. Train
the only weapon that will be effective - the spirit and mind. 

If you have been targeted by this game, remember that you are not alone,
even if it sometimes seems as if you are.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61499826 

Sorry Canadian devil!! But those of us who know and serve Jesus Christ have
given our minds and souls and spirit to the Almighty God and Jesus Christ. And God
protects us and teaches us and has prepared a great kingdom for us. While people
like you that want to make your own way and your own kingdom will be down in
hell screaming and yelling your head off in the greatest agonies imaginable soon!!
We trust God and Jesus Christ our Saviour and Lord, and the Holy Bible that will
propel us to heaven!! While your puny and insignificant mind will lead you right into
Satan's deception and fiery hell soon!!

Last Edited by moses787 on 08/12/2014 01:10 PM

Ta'veren Anomaly

User ID: 51824968
08/12/2014 01:09 PM
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Anyone care to share the gangstalking techniques
they think were used against them?

Electronic harassment? Synchronicity? People seem to
be able to read your thoughts? Being followed?

I'd like to hear about what people have experienced.
Maybe someone who is going through it currently will
be able to identify some of the symptoms.

I never heard about it until it happened to me, and it
is very disconcerting to see the amount of resources
put into something like this. Especially on a large
scale.

 Quoting: ScoutsOUT 

So, I post this pic on Facebook on Sunday, then proceed to
watch Dead Poets Society on Monday, but just before I do...
I find out about Mr. Williams. 
[link to facebook.com (secure)] 

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 57504723 

A comment from the page:
"Williams was supposedly 23032 days old. Numerical palindrome....

Headline... US wages down 23% since 2008

The economic suicide of our country?

Theres no room in heaven for suicide, dude was told that already in
What Dreams May Come. I think dude was suicided. 

In numerology... he was 63, 6+3=9, 9 is the number of completion,
just like the "27" club..."

I'm not numerology nut, but I do see "trends" with numerology. Just
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because "I" don't believe in it, doesn't mean that "others" don't.

I read recently on another thread that the numbers "322" are
symbolic of the illuminati...

 Quoting: ScoutsOUT 

The study of numbers is by no means a bad idea
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61532352 

ScoutsOUT

User ID: 26434285
 United States

08/12/2014 01:10 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

...

If you understand the nature of emotions and spiritual
psychology you can easily, find the source of your
attacks. they come from within you. Just a song can
bring up feeling pleasant of unpleasant, the smallest
of things can trigger subconscious memories, which in
turn effect our emotional mental state. It is through
self awareness that one can begin to recognize when
this happens, what is being activated by what and
then how to proceed in releasing it. Most of our
unpleasant feelings have memories associated with
them that are not pleasant and contain lies and
decisions about ourselves that we either made or
bought into. Hence we repress the memories.
Repressing the memories robs of the opportunity to
release the negative lies or decisions. When you
embrace the feeling which sits like a cap over the
memories denying access, it allows the memories back
into our conscious awareness, where we can examine
them and discover the lies (programming) or decisions
about ourselves and release them. Its a process and
takes time. But it gets easier with time. I know
exactly what your going through....

 Quoting: talkstory 

No. It is not from within me it is from an external source
which is aware of the things inside me - which have been
created through the creation of my life and its events -
through outside sources - and so they target weak points
and go in on an offensive. Sometimes no matter what your
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decisions are there are those who will manifest the results of
these results or decisions in a negative way - hence a
constant catch 22 - no way out - so then they make you
feel valueless regardless of the truth or your own personal
heart or intention they will always create a result which
makes your decision wrong - to cause you to criticise
yourself or in an endeavour to re-create you.

Some people on here make it sound like a demonstration or
test case. Glad to have been of help.

Bastards.
 Quoting: redhouserebel 

Is just one free thinking person genuinely trying to find truth that
big of a threat to them? I dont talk to anyone, im a bit of a recluse
actually. So hy would I be targeted, if thats what is happening?

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12284324 

It happened to me when I demonstrated on a public platform my level of
intellect, knowledge, and insight regarding the current state of things.
Before I began to speak up in a place where many could see I was left to
my own devices. When it was shown that I had enough truth to potentially
shift opinions and disrupt status quo I became targeted. 

Never forget that some of the greatest influences on history have come
from individual people. TPTB are wise not to underestimate.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61538624 

I don't mean to post it again, but that is pretty much exactly what happened to
me. Did you check it out earlier OP? Just curious..
Thread: I wrote something and then the government pursued me until I was
arrested for reckless conduct 

When people are aware of things that are happening, why they are happening,
and why we receive certain "narratives" at the same time via TV, news, and the
internet, it takes the POWER away from those who are orchestrating the movie
behind the scenes.

Imagine if everyone just snapped out of their hypnosis and realized EVERYTHING
that happens is basically a movie, with scripted actors and faked scenes BUT
REAL BLOOD. They wouldn't want to participate anymore, and the storyline
changes. 

At that point, people would no longer be willing to kill others and destroy our
planet just to make a few bucks or because it's good for the economy.

Be polite, be professional, be prepared to kill everyone you meet. - General James Mattis

--Voltaic--

User ID: 58351648
 United States

08/12/2014 01:11 PM
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

The people at the top, the ones average people know nothing
of....they are shuffling.

Things are changing, faster everyday.

A hidden power struggle between rival families, the elite.

The greatest theft of mankind, the throne and all it's wealth. No, it
was the hearts of the people they ruled over who lost the most.
They are the ones who have the most to gain, soon, very soon.

 Quoting: --Voltaic-- 

When dude? Blogging just ain't cutting it anymore
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 59440531 

tell me about, I share your anticipation very much so.

Our Father in Heaven, it is up to him when.

Do your absolute best and the rest is fate.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19876247

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
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are

...

That is what I did - but it doesn't change the game -
I feel my decisions were not invalid - but I was
punished nevertheless - so they say it will always be
that way - to make you feel hopeless and lost - but
no matter what is taken away from me or my life - I
can still endeavour to give and to draw beauty from
the simplest places.

If the game was not being played such as it is then
my decisions would lead to happiness - but it is not
perhaps what is desired of me so I have to lose -
lose/lose - I was hoping this thread was going to
target those on the other side of the secret war -
what goes around comes around - maybe that is why
you fight harder to win - good luck - there is no
escape.

x
 Quoting: redhouserebel 

Just remember - in your power to test - you are being
measured.

x
 Quoting: redhouserebel 

OK, so what about that guy with the AFFIRMATIONS to RELEASE all
your contracts??? Does that work?

After reading about sacred contracts - I believe we ARE bound by
what we agreed to before we came here.

Do you think there is a RELEASE? 

And will that prevent us from learning what we came here to learn?

This round for me was about forgiveness and compassion - learned
alot - how much is enough "enlightenment" according to the
contract? 

No way I'm goin' anywhere until I complete my journey and bring
some other with me.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 19876247 

Affirmation do not work, its like having a computer with base line
programming and trying to change that by type in word an affirmation. it
does nothing to change the base line program (subconscious beliefs).

 Quoting: talkstory 

OK - Then what about self hypnosis?

I don't trust anyone to hypnotize me - but I know people that had surgery and
childbirth without pain with self hypnosis and it changes your subconscious mind.
comment.

Th particular affirmations I spoke about were some specific words that were
supposed to release you from spiritual contracts - not just affirmations you made
up.

ScoutsOUT

User ID: 26434285
 United States

08/12/2014 01:14 PM
Report Abusive Post

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

i think its drugged scolpomine psychological triggers and they release the
trigger code words at GLP to set us off into 'whatever they programmed in'.
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Report Copyright Violation I know someone here who got me, who is currently also posting in this

thread.

Trust no-one its infested here, oh and its not your own government doing
it to you either.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61085976 

Unfortunately, some of these psychopaths have access to military assets.

Imagine if you or I were labeled a "terrorist" and as a result orders were given to
"take you out." Those orders would come down from higher in the chain of
command in the military and get handed to a commander / soldier to execute the
orders. They won't question them. They are taking out a "terrorist." In fact, they
may get a medal and recognition for taking out such a bad terrorist.

If you control the narrative, you can orchestrate anything you want.

WE are trying to take control of the narrative back from the psychopaths and
back to normal people who just love their families and want to live their lives.

It's not the military's fault, but they may be used as a tool against us.

Be polite, be professional, be prepared to kill everyone you meet. - General James Mattis

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61504170

 United States
08/12/2014 01:15 PM
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Oh well, what are you gonna do.........

Ta'veren Anomaly

User ID: 51824968
08/12/2014 01:18 PM
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Learn to distinguish between malevolent and benevolent
synchronicity. 

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61499826 

How can one tell the difference? How does one learn discernment of
synchronicity? Is there anything specific to look for or ways to test it?

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 53879644 

Excuse me if this has been answered, but in order to discern something outside
self accurately, self must be known. Self cannot be fully realized when outside
biases and beliefs construct the inner sanctum.
It strips away sovereignty and lays siege to what it is to be YOU. 

The hardest journey any one will ever undertake, is the journey to truly know self.
It is never-ending as balance is forever dynamic. But stages can be reached, met
and realized. Then it is only a matter of discerning your inner self, and
discernment of outer self follows suit without effort.

Flo Kennedy

User ID: 61179934
 United States

08/12/2014 01:22 PM
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

I am read this whole thing! Too much crazies!

Maybe these ones need to move to the cave. LOL~

Flo Kennedy

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1867898

 United States
08/12/2014 01:23 PM
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

...
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Just remember - in your power to test - you are being
measured.

x
 Quoting: redhouserebel 

OK, so what about that guy with the AFFIRMATIONS to
RELEASE all your contracts??? Does that work?

After reading about sacred contracts - I believe we ARE
bound by what we agreed to before we came here.

Do you think there is a RELEASE? 

And will that prevent us from learning what we came here to
learn?

This round for me was about forgiveness and compassion -
learned alot - how much is enough "enlightenment" according
to the contract? 

No way I'm goin' anywhere until I complete my journey and
bring some other with me.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 19876247 

Affirmation do not work, its like having a computer with base line
programming and trying to change that by type in word an
affirmation. it does nothing to change the base line program
(subconscious beliefs).

 Quoting: talkstory 

OK - Then what about self hypnosis?

I don't trust anyone to hypnotize me - but I know people that had surgery
and childbirth without pain with self hypnosis and it changes your
subconscious mind. comment.

Th particular affirmations I spoke about were some specific words that
were supposed to release you from spiritual contracts - not just
affirmations you made up.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 19876247 

No, just let go...
Let go of everything
Be like a child

talkstory

User ID: 61516963
 Thailand
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

...

Just remember - in your power to test - you are being
measured.

x
 Quoting: redhouserebel 

OK, so what about that guy with the AFFIRMATIONS to
RELEASE all your contracts??? Does that work?

After reading about sacred contracts - I believe we ARE
bound by what we agreed to before we came here.

Do you think there is a RELEASE? 

And will that prevent us from learning what we came here to
learn?
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This round for me was about forgiveness and compassion -
learned alot - how much is enough "enlightenment" according
to the contract? 

No way I'm goin' anywhere until I complete my journey and
bring some other with me.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 19876247 

Affirmation do not work, its like having a computer with base line
programming and trying to change that by type in word an
affirmation. it does nothing to change the base line program
(subconscious beliefs).

 Quoting: talkstory 

OK - Then what about self hypnosis?

I don't trust anyone to hypnotize me - but I know people that had surgery
and childbirth without pain with self hypnosis and it changes your
subconscious mind. comment.

Th particular affirmations I spoke about were some specific words that
were supposed to release you from spiritual contracts - not just
affirmations you made up.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 19876247 

Self hypnosis would be a more viable avenue, at least if successful you are
accessing the base line program. I would suggest, asking yourself a few questions
in regards to what you are attempting to access. Like when younger when did I
feel similar feeling, or who else made me feel this way, as a means of finding the
weak points.

talkstory

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61541216

 Lithuania
08/12/2014 01:24 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Anyone care to share the gangstalking techniques they think were
used against them?

Electronic harassment? Synchronicity? People seem to be able to
read your thoughts? Being followed?

I'd like to hear about what people have experienced. Maybe
someone who is going through it currently will be able to identify
some of the symptoms.

I never heard about it until it happened to me, and it is very
disconcerting to see the amount of resources put into something
like this. Especially on a large scale.

 Quoting: ScoutsOUT 

Since my story is a long one and I have told it before, I will summarize it in
a list. All of this happened to me in probably 4 weeks time.

1. I was starting to see UFOs almost every night at work on my smoke
breaks. I even pointed them out to my coworker, he saw them too, so I
know I'm not crazy.

2. I was a night security guard so every hour I would have to make rounds
around the property to check for fires, etc. On my rounds, I had been
noticing that a black cat would walk out in front of me every other night in
the exact same spot. It kept happening over and over again night after
night in exactly the same way. and then finally it clicked. "The cat scene in
the Matrix played in my head" I thought "What the hell is going on with all
this weird shit happening around me?"

3. Radio Speaking about my life. (I had just changed the spark plugs in my
car) I turned on the radio and there were two guys talking about someone
who changed his spark plugs and were making fun of that person. They did
not mention a specific name but they went into detail about the engine.
They described the same exact problem I had been experiencing with my
engine. I couldn't believe it. I'd also like to add that my radio was making
strange "blooping noises during the broadcast whenever I turned to a
station that was synchronized with what I was doing." Odd, yeah? I
thought so too. I drove to the gas station to show one of the gas
attendants there that I know what they were saying over my radio. As
soon as asked him "Hey come listen to this" Before he could make it to my
car it goes to complete static. He says "What? It's just static" I think I
muttered "Un-fucking believable" and drove away. as soon as I drove away
the broadcast came back on and the voice said they apologized for
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technical difficulties. It was like something straight out of a movie.

4. After awhile, I thought the town was playing a sick game on me to try
and run me off so I passed around poker cards and gave someone an ace
at the local gas station. He asked me why I gave him a poker card and I
said "because I'm winning a poker game" he replies "winning?" and I walked
out. The next day, there was a woman going through a garbage can
outside and I noticed she was wearing a poker sweatshirt that read (You
may be playing the game, but you're still losing). I walked up to her and
started a conversation (fishing for information)After the conversation was
over I said nice shirt and walked away. I was pretty much in disbelief and
knew I couldn't take much more of this crap.

5. I was noticing coded messages in magazines at work that were left open
on the break room table. At one point at work one of the metal detectors
went off, So I walked up to the metal detector and grabbed the tool that
fell into one of the bark shakers, at this point, I was so paranoid, that I
was actually looking for codes and seeking them out, so I pull the tool out
and roll it over in my hand. Sure enough the clip that clips on to your
pocket had my last name inscribed on it. I was pretty shocked at this
coincidence. The fact that I was looking for the message and the fact that
it was a TOOL with my name on it. 
That one took the cake for me.

6. I started to notice that a number of cars parked around town had a
lifted windshield wiper. I thought it was kind of odd, considering more than
just a couple people were doing it. These entities or whatever they were,
were using other people to condition and sensitize me. Even on Facebook. I
had just given a girl that I like a wooden rose a short time later, my sister
posted a picture of her holding a rose and the text she added read
"Annoying my rose"

7. I was outside my apartment with a six pack of beer, I remember it was
raining outside. 

The 12:00 Noon siren went off and the streets were empty. 
I thought this was kind of strange and all of a sudden, I start hearing the
roar of a jet engine circling the area. 

At this point, I was conditioned enough and I just snapped. I was in sheer
terror! I believed that a predator missile was going to strike me dead. 

I stood in the rain and said my prayers I thought I was going to die. To add
to the fear I had recently bought a white hat for seemingly no reason.

The engines just kept getting louder. I eventually slowly took my phone out
and called my buddy "we'll call him Jim" I start telling Jim everything that's
going on and how something is harassing me. I asked him to please stay on
the phone with me so I could walk slowly to my car. at this point I'm afraid
my car is going to blow up or be struck by a missile due to previous threats
the entity was sending to me. I get in my car, and drive to the hospital. I
get to the hospital and get out and run to the door. It was locked and the
lady at the desk told me through the speaker to please use the other door.
I blurted out "This is an emergency!!!!" She opens the door and they
quickly get a doctor to me and I hand one of the nurses my phones
because who knows what they could have programmed it to do. So
anyway, the nurse starts asking me a bunch of questions and after she's
done, she leaves the room. Another lady walked in and she starts asking
me questions and then she looks at me with a smirk and says "Are you
afraid?" I said "Yes I'm afraid!" (I was still trembling) She says "Oh. Smirks
at me and walks out of the room" So eventually, a lady with a wheel chair
comes to the room I was sitting in and she asks me to sit in it. So She
wheels me into the X-Ray room and does a couple x-rays on my chest.
After I'm back in my wheelchair She asks me "Are you religious? Who do
you believe in?" I looked up at her and said "Jesus" She then asks me
"Would you like to pray with me?" to which I replied with "Yes" She reaches
out and holds my hand and begins to say a prayer for me. After she was
done she said "They speak in code you know, We're sent here to help
people out when things like this happen" After she said this I was in
complete shock that she knew what was going on. I was in such awe that
I could not speak. So I'm wheeled to a room and I end up staying the
night. I'm given a diagnoses of paranoid personality disorder in the morning
and then released. When I got home, I got on the internet to look for
coded messages to me on yahoo and glp. Sure enough on the yahoo front
page there was a picture of a predator drone and a story that the police
were searching for an un-named man in Los Angeles.

8. I end up meeting this Milf chick who's scatter brained as hell and we end
up sleeping together in a hotel room (we didn't have sex just drank
beer)She mentioned something along the lines of "If you play your cards
right you can be rich too" She had a T-Shirt on that read "Know the Deal"

My biggest regret about all of this is not having any of it on audio or video
tape.
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tl;dr Gangstalked by Demons that got me to believe that the Illuminati and
my home town was trying to set me up for a grand conspiracy. I lost my
cool and now people think I'm crazy, unemployed, about to become
homeless. My whole experience was personalized just for me. I fell into
every single trap that they threw at me. I had a lot more things happen to
me in that period of time but this will do for now. Demons can make people
say things they use people to say things that the person saying them have
no idea that they're speaking in code. 

I think demons can control synchronicity if you're vulnerable to attack. I
know exactly what game you're talking about OP.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61534520 

I feel for you immensely and I know what it's like. I was lucky enough that I had
at the time it happened to me some preparatory spiritual initiation and enough
knowledge of psychology that I was able to get through it without involving any
institutions. This was sheer luck and I am grateful for it and I feel for those who
were bombarded by it and convinced they'd lost their minds. 

It is not psychosis. Yes, it is very hard to wrap your head around. Very hard,
especially based on societal conditioning. And yes, with time, an open mind, and a
sturdy heart the targeting will become no more scary and painful then a fly. 

I am a psych major and am well aware of the faults of psychology as a study. I
know that when you become a player the experience resembles paranoid
schizophrenia and any psychologist based merely on rout curriculum is going to
diagnose it that way. They have no idea this happens and that it does not
represent a psychotic break from reality and the features resembling psychosis are
in no way permanent.

Some real knowledge on this issue may help people who end up in the hospital in
the future - instead of getting a very stigmatized diagnosis that is inaccurate,
they could get some effective methods of training the mind to be less effected by
these 'episodes' 'attacks' or whatever lingo the psychologist wishes to use. Merely
stripping the automatic assumption that targeted individuals are All paranoid
schizophrenics would do some great good. 

Something that helped me too is that when it happened to me I googled "mind
control" and found some information that helped me calm down and to avoid
making things worse. 

I retreated from the world for a few days processing things and making sense of
events, trying to see them more clearly. In light of what I knew about
synchronicity and the basis of physical reality in consciousness on the subatomic
plane, I was able to make sense of things. I saw that the patterning of
synchronicities was bent towards the horrifying but it was a pattern unfolding
within my mind. I do believe it is directed/demonic but it is not organic - the
catalyst is external, triggering the mental reaction. 

That means that we still have sole proprietor status mentally, it can just be some
trouble figuring this out at first.

~sIcKaNdTwIsTeD~
aka doomsucker

User ID: 56979248
 United States

08/12/2014 01:25 PM
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

I am read this whole thing! Too much crazies!

Maybe these ones need to move to the cave. LOL~
 Quoting: Flo Kennedy 

'Politicians are like diapers; they need to be changed often and for the same reason.' - Mark
Twain

ScoutsOUT
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

I am read this whole thing! Too much crazies!

Maybe these ones need to move to the cave. LOL~
 Quoting: Flo Kennedy 
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[link to www.google.com (secure)] 

Not crazies. Verify things for yourself before you judge.

I 'might' have thought the same thing about people who claim these things until it
happened to me and my family.

Be polite, be professional, be prepared to kill everyone you meet. - General James Mattis

Flo Kennedy
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Elfs are attacking you? You are the for sure crazied!

Flo Kennedy
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

I am read this whole thing! Too much crazies!

Maybe these ones need to move to the cave. LOL~
 Quoting: Flo Kennedy 

[link to www.google.com (secure)] 

Not crazies. Verify things for yourself before you judge.

I 'might' have thought the same thing about people who claim these things
until it happened to me and my family.

 Quoting: ScoutsOUT 

People will inevitably feel this way due to inherent biasing. 
"There is more to heaven and earth then is dreamt of in your philosophy", comes
to mind. 

Many things seem strange before they become public knowledge. Airplanes, the
internet, Einstein's relativity, gravity, etc.

Flo Kennedy

User ID: 61179934
 United States

08/12/2014 01:34 PM
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

If the elf attacking me. I go shoping! LOL~

Flo Kennedy

Flo Kennedy

User ID: 61179934
 United States

08/12/2014 01:36 PM

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Look who gave me the reds. Only little people attacking by elf. 

Very shameful. Little elf people.
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Very shameful. Little elf people.

Flo Kennedy
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Look who gave me the reds. Only little people attacking by elf. 

Very shameful. Little elf people.
 Quoting: Flo Kennedy 
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Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Thread: Robin Williams Sacrificed by the machine 

Robin Williams Family Guy episode about a suicide attempt aired on
BBC Three as news of actor's death broke

[link to www.independent.co.uk] 

This is just crazy! Coincidence?
 Quoting: believer777 

Those cartoons on Fox man....they have quite the
track record.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 48136458 

Yep. They seem to be able to predict the future...

There's no coincidences when it comes to the black arts, and
comedy is an integral part in seducing a population into the
black arts. 

Maybe that Williams guy woke up from the seduction he
had done and those crappy ideals they used him to
spread, like sodomy, cross dressing, pro abortion crap
etc. so they took him out, by staging a suicide.

 Quoting: -GLP-Christian- 

[link to barenakedtalk.wordpress.com] 

No, no, no…it’s much worse. This train goes way off the track
towards GMOs, Chemtrails, New World Order, Human Trafficking
and a slew of other horrendous issues that pull my interests away
from normal-everyday-annoying-bull-crap-type-stressors and into
hours of concern which leads to hours of research, where I learn
about even bigger and nastier atrocities that are supposedly hidden
from us…which in turn leads to way more concern and ultimately,
depression.

 Quoting: tandym 

There we go
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This thread

[link to www.ign.com] 

But it seems coincidental, really. It's just interesting
they made it and I'm probably just grasping for
something to blame because suicide seems so unlike
him.

On a certain socia media site there's also an AMA he
did 10 months ago where he seemed fine and talked
with people about how he's doing better and offered
advice.

That plus having a family and being such a good
heart, I just feel like he couldn't have killed himself
but I may just be in denial.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 59961878 

Holy fuck.

 Quoting: Menosgada 

NO SHITE.
Look at this, very specific post with very specific movies listed:

Are people bracing themselves for the fact that Robin Williams
will die soon?
guys...Robin Williams.

Jumanji, Hook, Good Will Hunting, Aladdin, Death To Smoochy, One
Hour Photo, Jack...

if you haven't seen even one of those movies, wtf are you doing
with your life?

Robin Williams is a great American, one of the greatest
comedians/actors of the 20th and 21st century. The Vesti should
have one Robin Williams appreciation thread. 

Here are the movies listed again -- with things about them that
JUMPED OUT AT ME almost immediately:

Jumanji -- The Game is REAL and you cannot escape unless you
win 
Hook -- You can FLY (i.e. your mind is magnificent and there is
more to this mortal coil than just what we are told by grown ups.
Magic is real.)
Good Will Hunting -- The Fisher King - prisoner of his own mind? 
Aladdin -- The Genie, a mighty being, mightier than those who
control him, yet imprisoned 
Death To Smoochy ????? (could this have a link to terrible things
done to children in the name of Children's Television Programming? I
don't know, I have never seen this movie) 
One Hour Photo ?????? Government / Them being able to see
everything you do through cameras, social media, etc? Also, based
on IMDB comments, child sexual abuse? (also have not seen this
movie)
Jack -- we are children compared to the elite? Tragedy in the life of
a child? A tragedy disguised as a comedy (our life in this universe/
dimension?)

Maybe one if you guys can fill in the blanks??
 Quoting: tandym 

CNN says 4 unreleased recent movies are about to be
released in the coming time - makes me wonder if the
industry whacked him so that these movies make
more money. His recent films were not that
successfull and in the industry it's all about profit.
Now these movies will make good profit.
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Now these movies will make good profit.
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 51500250 

(SIGH)
NO ONE KILLED HIM.

 Quoting: believer777 

Death + Family Guy episode + Mass Media / Population watching
episode about him = energy harvesting sacrifice.

Thread from IGN was to tell you WHAT THEY WERE GOING TO DO
and WHY THEY DID IT.

 Quoting: tandym 

 Quoting: tandym 

talkstory

User ID: 61516963
 Thailand

08/12/2014 01:41 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Look who gave me the reds. Only little people attacking by elf. 

Very shameful. Little elf people.
 Quoting: Flo Kennedy 

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61534520 

Someone gave her red karma for her post. hmmm.

talkstory

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19876247

 United States
08/12/2014 01:43 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

guys, im pretty sure there is no going back, there is no redeeming
this world. 

people are absolutely brainwashed now, they cannot be unplugged
from the matrix. 

we can only pray Jesus will come soon.
 Quoting: thedude2888 

It shouldn't be about redemption. It has everything to do with
reconciliation.

 Quoting: Ta'veren Anomaly 

Yes - We ARE everything that is.

We must control our world by controlling our thoughts.

This escalation throughout the world is a crisis of the collective unconscience
"going there".

We can prevent nuclear war and war and famine and disease if we can put some
of this evil "back in pandora's box"

Didn't they actually lessen the probabilities for nuclear war by destroying massive
amounts of warheads (must give credit to BO as much as it stinks).

Is that one of the things you meant by reconciliation - with the dark side of
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everyones mind and neutralizing some of this evil by knowing it is there........
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 59440531

 United States
08/12/2014 01:46 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

The elites have been in power since the last golden age. and if you
would like I will explain briefly how the secret societies of today once
represented the highest of mans Ideas and a true expression of christ
consciousness. Let me know. It is really quite amazing that something so
wonderful degenerated into what we have today.

 Quoting: talkstory 

Explain

~sIcKaNdTwIsTeD~
aka doomsucker

User ID: 56979248
 United States

08/12/2014 01:46 PM

Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

If it IS defiantly happening, but why not just destroy all the towers then?

What if you just ignore it, will they eventually tire of you and go away???

Last Edited by ~sIcKaNdTwIsTeD~ on 08/12/2014 01:48 PM

'Politicians are like diapers; they need to be changed often and for the same reason.' - Mark
Twain

Flo Kennedy

User ID: 61179934
 United States

08/12/2014 01:47 PM

Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

Oh well. To late for shoping today. Maybe next day.

Flo Kennedy

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61528872

 Germany
08/12/2014 01:48 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

does this one work

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61528872

 Germany
08/12/2014 01:48 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

does this one work
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

yes it does sweet
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 61534520

 United Kingdom
08/12/2014 01:50 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation

Re: players in the secret war - you know who you
are

does this one work
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

yes it does sweet
 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 61528872 

MODS MODS MODS!
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